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By the Very Rev.

F. W. Farrar, D.D., F.R.s.,
DEAN OF CANTERBTRT.
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I.
I

GLADLY accede to a request to
say a few words upon a subject
of real and urgent importanceright way of presenting the
Bible t o the youlie in the light of
the Higher Criticism; ” I do so
because an unwise, or unfaithful,
way of dealing with the facts
forced upon us by the progress of
research may be prolific of deplorable results.
The change of view respecting
the Bible, which has marked the
advancing knov1edg.e and more
earnest studies of this generation,
is only the culmination of the discovery that there were different
docurnents ?ti the Book of Genesis
-a discover7 f b s t published by the
physician, Jean Ash-uc, in 1753.
There are t h e e widely clin?rgent
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ways of dealing with these results
of profound study, each of which
is almost equally dangerous to the
faith of the rising generation.
1. Parents and teachers may go
on inculcating dogmas about the
Bible and methods of dealing with
it, ;Fhich have long become inpossible t o those who have really
tried to follow the manifold discoveries of modern inquiry with
perfectly open and unbiassecl
minds. There are a certain
number of persons mho, when
their minds have become stereotyped in foregone conclusions, are
simply i.izcccpnbb of grasping new
truths. They become obstructives,
and not iufrequeiitly bigoted obstructives. As coii~iiced as the
Pope of their own personal infallibility, their attitude towards those
who see that the old views are no
longer tenable is an attitude of
anger and alarm. This is the
usual temper of the odium theologicum. It mould, if it could, grasp
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the thumbscrew and the rack of
medimal inquisitors, and mould,
in the last resource, hand over all
opponents t o the scaffold or the
stake. Those whose intellects have
thus been petrified by custom and
advancing years are of all others
the most hopeless to deal mith.
They have made themselves incapable of fair and rational examination of the truths which they
impugn. They think that they
can, by mere assertion, overthrow
results arrived a t by the life-long
inquiries of the ablest studelits,
while they have not given a day’s
serious or impartial study to them.
They fancy that even the ignorant,
if only they be That is called orthodox,” are justified in strong
denunciation of men quite as truthful and often incomparably more
able than themselves. Off-hand
dogmatists of this stamp, who
usually abound among professional
religionists, think that they can
refute any numnber of scholars,

6
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hoTFrever profound a i d however
pious, if only they shout cEliifidel ! ” mith sficieut loudness.
But, as the holy Bishop Ken
says :

The oldev error is, it is the worse ;
Continuation may provoke a curse.
If the Dark Age obscured our fathers’
sight,
?Just their sons shut their eyes against
the Light P

If there were 9x0 opposition to
critical inquiry, except what is of
this crude kind, it mould hardly
be deserving of any notice, but
might be passed over with silent
iliaifferenee. There are, however,
many true and tender souls, incapable of severe studies, and
wedded to beliefs which they have
identsed with their holiest hours,
r h o are too old or too fixed in
opinion to make progress, and who,
from honest dread lest they should
be dragged into doubt respecting
views dear to them as life, camiot
get rid of the belief that there is

THE CHILI’.
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something c( .nicked ” in free inquiry. Like Cardinal N e m n ,
they think it their duty t o treat
their reason as thoug5 it were a
ciangerous wild beast t o be beaten
back with a bar of iron. Ought
they not to bear in i&id the
varning of the p e a t Bishop Butler
that our reason is the o d y faculty
which God has git-en us by which
we can judge of anytlzimg, et-en of
Revelation itself 2
Besides this large class of Christian people, there are always some
who, with the same temper of mind,
but with more ability and h o w ledge, are ready t o supply masses
of tortuous ‘: harmony ” and casuistically plausible conjecture, which
may give a semblable possibility tc+
the old views. The answers which
they supply are no answers, but
usually avoid the real issue. The
impossible and dreary nature of
the defence serves to deepen in
other minds the convictioa that
the cause which needs S Z C C ~ Largu-

a
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ments is lost. I can o d y say, in
my o m case, that when, more than
forty years ago, I came t o the conclusion that the Book of Daniel, as
now we have it, could not have
seen the light before the age of the
Maccabees, my conclusion was indefinitely strengthened by reading
Dr. Pusey’s elaborately ingenious
treatise in defence of its genuineness a d authenticity.
We cannot greatly respect the
possibly pious but obstinate and
illiterate priest who, having been
accustomed t o read the nonexistent word cc mwrnpsimus ” t o
his congregation, on being corrected, indignantly grumbled that
he was not going to give up cc his
old ” mzcmpsimus ” for their new
c c sumpsimzcs.”
But every one
should be a little ashamed and
afraid to be of those who are the
last to give up their adherence to
opinions which have long beconie
naturally obsolete. Cc There is
nothing so revolutionary,” said Dr.
(‘

0
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Arnold, ii because there is nothing
so mmatural and cokmileive, as the
strain t o keep things fixed, when
all the v-orld is, by the very larr of
its creation, in eternal progress j
and the course of all the evils in
the world may be traced to that
natural but most deadly error of
human indolence and cori*uption
that it is OLU duty to preserve and
and not to improTe.” A study of
the past shori-s us that it has been
one of the chief duties of each age
in succession to east off the slough
of old ignorance. The advance of
liliovledge is a direct Toyk of
God‘s revealing pover.
God
shows all things in the slow victory
of their i-ipeiiing” j and sizl~e
the light of all certain h o w ledge which comes to us from
the long results of time is light
from heaven, how can it lead us
astray ?
This a t any rate is certain, that
if chilclreii are still taught t o
regard as articles of their religious
(‘
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belief opinions about the inerrancy,
universal equal sacredness, verbal
dictation, or supernatural infallibility of ull that is contained
between the covers of the sixty-six
books which we call the Bible, the
faith of t'hose children, if they
develop any intelligent capacity or
openness of mind hereafter, is
destined to midergo a rude and
wholly needless shock, in which it
md.l be fortunate if much of their
religion does not go by the board.
Some of those Books of Scripture
are separated from others by the
interspace of a thousand years.
They represent the fragmentary
survival of Hebrew literature.
They staid on very cliiferent levels
of value, and even of morality.
Read for centuries in an otiose,
perfunctory, slavish, and superstitious maimer, they have often
been so egregiously misunderstood
that many entire systems of interpretation-which were believed in
for generations, and which ftll
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many folios now consigned to a
happy oblivion-are clearly pi:ovecl
to have been utterly baseless.
Colossal usurpations of deadly
import to the human race have
been built, like inverted pJ.ramids,
on the narrow apex of a single
misinterpreted text. From the
days of Origen (A.D. 253) to those
of Nicholas of Lym (A.D. 1340)
the whole science of exegesis was
stultified by non-natural attempts
to read into all Scripture a
fourfold sense (literal, allegorical, mystical, spiritual), much of
which was as absurd as the
Jewish Cabbala. Unintelligent and
humanly-invented theories about
Inspiration became proLific of
monstrous exegesis.
The old forms of allegorical
interpretation which, from the
days of Philo t o those of Bishop
Wordsworth, once crowaed enormous commentaries with useless
irrelevance, would be simply
laughed a t if they were offered to

13
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us in these days as though they
possessed any validity.
For I see t h a t throngh the ages one increasing purpose runs,
And the thoughts of men arewizened
by the process of the suns.

Of all mays of dealing with
the Higher Criticism,” none is
more futile, and none will more
certainly bring its o m Nemesis,
t’han that which thinks it sufficient
to brand its followers with charges
of nilful faithlessness, and to
crush them with impotent anathemas, which will only rebound
upon the heads of those who utter
them.
2. b o t h e r way, equally comnion
among controversialists of the
opposite extreme, is to talk as if
the Higher Criticism had robbed
the Bible of all value, and had
shown it to be a mass of falsity
and imposture. Here again it
requires some knowledge of language, of literature, of history, of
cc
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national iciiosyncrasies, t o be eten
capable of estiiiiatiiig the real
nattwe of a result arrired at.
Ignorant attempts to discredit and
nlifj- the Bible are even more
egregiously illiterate than the
super-exaltation vhich would turn
it into a fetish or an amulet.
Let me give an instance OY two.
The inunenseruajority of scholars
of name and acknomledged competence in EngIaiid and Europe
have nom been led to form an
irresistible conclusion that the
Book of Daniel was not mitten,
and could not h w e been written,
in its present form by the prophet
Daniel, B.C. 534, but that it can
only hare been mitten, as we now
have it, in the days of Antiochus
Epiphanes, about B.C. 164, and that
the object of the pious and
patriotic author rras t o inspirit his
despondbig countrymen by splendid
specimens of that lofty moral fiction
.n-hich was always conunon among
t h e Jen-s after the Exile, and Tvas

14
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h o r n as ‘‘t’he Haggadah.” 80
clearly is this proren t o most critics
that they willingly suffer the
attempted refutations of their
Qiews t o sink to t,he ground m d e r
the weight of their own inadequacy.
Even Delitzsch, a truly learned
man, and CCortliodox”by every
instinct of his mind, after vainly
trying to hold out against modern
conclusions, found the love of
truth too strong within him to
admit of his contjn.uing t o resist
arguments t o which he felt that
he could furnish no valid answer.
Those who understand the Bible
aright find an intelligent faith
clearetl and strengthened by better
knowledge of the books which they
reverence j but some uneducated
sceptic gets hold of this coiiclusion
about the age of the Book of
Daniel and declares t o gaping
audiences that scholars and divines
regard the book as no longer
sacred, but as an uublushiug fable
and an impudent forgery. He
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does not tell his hearers that,
among those who End the critical
conclusioii so irrefragable as not
t o require any further argument,
hare been found some of the ablest
and most instructive commentators
on the book, and that, only by
readjng it in the light of its true
date, is it possible for us M y t o
grasp the bearing of its moral and
spiritual lessons. Still less does
he see that when he talks of
‘c falsity ” and
forgery ” he is
using idle misjud,ments
and
anachronisms, which only reveal
his om1 incoinpeteiice t o understand the correct sigilificance of
literary problems. He is jndging
the methods and -i6ems of the
second cei1tm-y before C h i s t by
the literary standard and habit’s
of the nineteenth century after
Christ.
Or let u s take the case of the
Peritateuch.
Those who now
regard it as a matter of demonstration that, in its present form,

16
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it embodies the handiwork of a t

least four different writers, and
that it contains a t least three
T-arying strata of legislation, do
not, on that account, lose one
essential element of its inoral
greatness and religious teaching.
One case may illustrate this. In
the book of Leviticus* a large
space is occupied by the arrangements and ceremonies of the Day
of Atonement, and the way of
dealing mith the scapegoats, and
it is nom k n o m t o all students
that, except in the book of Leviticus, there is not so much as the
d k e s t trace of any observance
of the Day of Atonement, not even
in passages where, by every law of
literature and psychology, we
should hat-e thought it most
certain that such allusions would
be foruid ; not even, for instance,
in the account of Hezekiah’s or
Josiah’s Reformations ; not eveu
in the elaborate Levitism of the

‘Lev. xvi.
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book of Ezekiel+; not even in the
reorganisation of Juciaism in die
days of Ezra and Neheiniah.
Ezekiel, in his cc ordinances of
worship,” mentions the first and
the fifteenth of the serenth month,
but does not say a s$.lable about
the supreme and all-impoi’cant
tenth. It is said that this is a
mere a.i*yumeiztzc.in. e silentio, and
they must indeed be easil7 con.iinceci who accept that phrase as
an adequate reply. Is it, then,
notlhig that what v-ould na’nually
have been regarded as a cesitval
ordinalice of religioa: and as the
unique day of the religious year,
should not so much as once be
alluded t o in the entire religious
literature of the nation ? and that
the$& allusion to the o d y instituted fast-day iru the Je-ivish year
should be in an Apocrphal Book
-Ecclesiasticus
i. 1-5-i.n
the
third or second century before

* 1 Eings viii. ; Ezek xiv. 15-20 ; Xech.
vii., viii.; Ezra iii. 1, 6 j Nehem. riii. 13-17.
a
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Christ? It is, t o me, almost
humiliating t o see o n what slight
straws of a mere phrase many will
be content t o rest the weight of
great condusions. Would any
one be able to persuade us that
the festivals of Christmas and
Easter had been from the earliest
days among the most sacred of
Christian festivals, if iiot a trace
of them, not an allusion to them,
were to be found in a thousand
years of Christian literature ? On
this ground, then, alone, is it iiot
inevitable that many should be led
t o doubt whether the Day of
Atonement c&nbe proved to have
been originally of Mosaic origin ?
And how much more if that inference is strengthened by many
quite different, yet converging,
lines of argument all tending to
the same conclusion? But, supposing that we are unable to resist
this inference, ia what single
respect does it weaken our sense of
the deep and blessed symbolism

THE CHILD.
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eiisiirined in the ordinances of that
uuique day in the JesTish year?
I s one moral o r spiritual lesson
about the esceediiig sinfulness of
transgression, and the mercy of
God, and the gracious rerelation
of God’s forgiveness 0:” sins t o the
sincerely pelliteat, in any ~ a y
rreakened or &iixned by holding
that the institution of the scapegoats and the blood of sprinkling
originated at a. later rather than
at mi earlier date? I s the light
of rerelation oiily granted t o mankind in intermittent flashes at
intervals of lllillciuiiums 2 Or,
rather, is the Spirit’ of J h n the
caiidle of the Lord, and is there a
light that lighteth eTery man who
is born into the world P Half the
enom about the Bible trould
vanish if men would remember
that revelation is continuous, and
that God has promised %is Holy
Spirit to them that ask Him.
3. There is a third r a y of treating the Higher Criticism-even

20
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inore e o i u o n than either of the
other r r a p less ~m.i.rise,perhaps,
71ut still rndesirdife. It is simply
to i~jizore aL1 critical results, and
to act atid speak as if the? had no
existence. This, horrerer, is not
so easy, and at the best it is but
the ostrich policy, which tries to
burr its head in the sand in order
t o escape its pursuers. Xoderil
Cliscoreries are alreaciy besgi.nniug
t o be reco,gnised in books mit-tteii
for the use of the s o u g wlrich are
indispensable t o the BibIical
teacher. If chilihen are left
maware that the Tiews of those
most competent to represent their
generation are widely different
from those which r e r e aJ.l but
unirersal in the days of their
grstlldfathers, the discotery will
certainly come t o them later on,
and may come so suddenly as t o
imperil their faith. If overgrowths of alien ivy are suffered
t o become too dense and vigorons,
and to thrust their fibres into the

.
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interstices of every stone, then,
when it is necessary to tear them
&may,it is often found that they
have seriously injured the stability
of the building which they were
originally intended to adorn, but
have too long been suffered t o
injure and enshroud. If me would
save the building from destruction
and decay we must cut away the
iry directly me begin t o perceive
how injurious may be its effects.
If, then, the methods (1) of
denunciation ; (2) of exaggerated
misapplication ;and (3) of silent.
ignoring be unwise, what shou,lcl
be the attitude of parents and
teachers t o t h e Higher Criticism ?
It has always beeii my l i n b l e
endeavour to speak without any
subterfuge and with perfect plainness, and though space forbids
me from developiiiq tJhe subject
here, I hope that the following
brief remarks a i d aphorisms may
be found serviceable by the
thoughtful and Dlie sincere.

22
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I. We should be profoundly and
unswervingly truthful. We ought
never t o practise that falsitas
disyensativcL, that c c ecolzomy of
truth,” which found favour among
some of the Pathers, and has
often been an avowed principle of
action in the Church of Rome.
Truth is too sacred a thing to
aclmit of manipulations or juggling. Trallitiona1is;n or professionalisni, or self-interest should
never for a moment be suffered to
obscure o w sense of its eternal
obligation. We are not bound to
teach children all we know, bu-b
we are most solemnly bound n o t
t o teach them anything which we
feel t o be doubtful as though it
were certain, and still more are we
bound not t o teach them anything
of which we ourselves begin to
suspect the reality.
11. Tiito a vast part of our
teaching-by far the largest and
most important part of it, no
question of the Higher Criticism
~~
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enters a t all. The object of the
best and most sacred Bible teaching is t o foim the character, not
to store the iutellect. It is mora!;
it is spiritual ; it has t o do with
things eternal; it far transceuds
all minor questions of the date or
historicity of tlie books in which it
is enshrined. Does a child fail to
grasls the meaning of the parables of
Christ, though he is told that these
are not necessarily fouiided on real
ineiclents, but are cctales with a
purpose ” 2 Why, then, should it
be different with tlie stories, say,
of Balaam or of Jonah ? There is
a remai-kable book by Dr. Van
Oort, written iii Dutch by a pupil
of the great Professor &mien and
under his supervision, called (‘The
Bible for the Yomig.” It has
been translated into English, and
goes much farther, on mmj- points,
thaii I should myself go, j but it is
a, leamed and most’ interesting
book, and it demonstrates that
there need be n o evaporation of

24
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any of the best lessons of Script m e even in the hands of teachers
Tho are advanced votaries of the
Higher Criticism. Not even the
most timid need make a bugbear
of recent results. They only
become hariiiful to the cause of
CCsound learning and religioud
education” when they are glaringly misused by their dherents
or by their antagonists.
111. The manner in vhich the
Higher Criticism has slowly and
surely made its victorious progress,
in spite of the most cieteriiiiaecl
and exacerbated opposition, is a
strong arguineiit in its favour.
It is exactly analogous t o tlie way
in which tlie truths of astronomy
and of geology have triuinpheci
over universal opposition. They
were once anatheinatised as <‘infidel” j they are now accepted as
axiomatic. I cannot name a single
student or professor of any eiiiineiice in Great Britain mho does
not accept, with niore or leLs
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modification, the innin conclusions
of the German school of critics.
I n Germany itself, the land of
laborious and deroted studs, there
are scores of learned professors,
and among their entire number
there is said to Be only one-and
he a man of no name-do clings
t o the old cc ~ z ~ G ~ L ~ s ~ Truth
~zIs.’’
is great,, and dprevail.
IT.O w knowledge of Scripture
will not remain stationary now,
any more. than it has done in the
past. On the contraq-, there never
was an age in which vve were more
likely t o be led t o new tivths of
interpretation than this. For in
this age the increase of all sources
of information has been unprecedented, and we can now read the
Bible in the light of a, philology, a
literary breadth, an acquaintance
with comparakive religion, and an
insight into history and psychology,
such as Bare nerer been equalled
in any past century. We are not
using the language of boastful

.)cj
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arrogance, but of profound gratitude to Him d i o is i%e Light, the
Truth, and the Way, when we say
of this geneyation,
V e are heirs of all the ages, in the
foremost files of Time.

We should do Fell, then, to take
to heart the a3se n-al-nillgs of four
great and holy theologians who
Eyed before the Higher Criticisni
was even iLreainec1 of-Booker,
Bishop Butler, Richard Baxter,
and J. Robinson.
%%atsoever is spoken of God,
or things appertaining t o God,"
says Richard Hooker, cc otherese
than truth, though it seems an
honour Set it is an injury. h i d
a5 incredible praises gi-ren unto
men do often abate and impair the
credit of theh deserred commendation, so r e rnust likem-ise take
great heed lest, i n attributing t o
Scriptwe more thcw it Gun h m e ,
the incredibility of thut clo cause
even those things which it hafh

TEE CHILD.
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to Be less ~ e v e u e n t l y

r’&d
here,” says the great and
good Richard Baxter, cc I must tell
you a great and needful truth,
chick Qhristiccns,feuriay t o confess,
by oterdoing, tempt men into
iiifidelity. The Scripture is like a
1iPa11’8 body, where some parts are
%ut for the preserration of the
yest, and muy be maimed zvithozct
death.l”
“1 am convinced,” said the
Pastoy, John Robinson, in his fare\cell address t o the Pilgrim Fathers
before they sailed in the Jfuyjower
from Delft hayboul; ‘:that the
Lord. hatli yet inore light and
bnth to brenk forth from His
EoIy Worcl.”
And Bishop Butler thought it *
‘:not at all incredible that a book,
d i i c h has so long been in the
possession of mankind, should
coiitaiii ina;lly truths as yet undiscovered.”
V. To coiiclude, then, iio one

2s
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who fearlessly loves and fo1lo.n-s
the truth will have the snidlest
ilifficulty in eo-ordinating the
teachings of Xcripture-and
all
the more in proportion as he
wisely loves the Bible-to
the
results of modern inquky. He
will still be able to say with the
lai-ge-mixded Quaker poet of
America :
We search the world for truth ; we cull
The good, the pnre, the beautifnl,
From graven stone and written scroll,

From all old flower-fields of the soul ;
And, weary seekers of t h e best,
We come back laden from our qnest
To End t h a t all tlze sages suid

I s in the Boo&o w mot7aei.s Tend.

By the Rev.

11.
To some of u s it is a niatter of
amazement that the misundersta11di~~gs-1 will not venture t o
say the lllisrepresentations-connected with this subject should be
so persistent and obstinate. It
taxes all our charity t o f h d men,
good men, presumably religious
men, coiitiiiubig t o discuss the
question in a spirit of blind and
uninquiriiig prejudice. They will
not take the trouble t o learn what
it is about which they so confidently a%rm. With a scorn which
is the twin sister of ignorance they
seek t o stamp out truth by
humiliating and deriding its advocates. Were ever the genuine
advocates of truth so intemperate,
so denunciatory, so blind, and so
ignorant as the men who hwe
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been loudest in the outcry against
the Higher Criticism? The only
parallel iu history is the toiie of
the Pope-the
infallible Pope-,
and even the Pope is nowadays
more courteous. I hope it is not
a severe jud,ment, but I believe
this toiie of anger and vehement
anathema is only found, sLntd can
he only found, when inen are
defeiiding positions which in their
hearts they suspect t o be insecure.
W i e n the foundations are suspected the defenders will use any
device to prevent an examination
of them. If you propose t o rest
your religion on an infallibility of
any sort the only chance is t o
surround your infallibility it,self
with an inviolable ring which
forbids criticism, and t o resent
any suggestio11 of doubt, dealing
with it as impiety to be denounced,
and not as argunient to be met.
Now what is the issue in this long
and excited controversy? It is
simply this: Are we required t o
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accept the Bible-just as it stands
-as the voice of God in such a
sense that t o question any of its
assertions is blasphemy, or to
examine the composition of its
books is an offence against the
Holy Spirit mho mote it 2 Or, o n
the other hand, are me permitted,
and even required, t o study the
books, and find out all me can
about them, in just the same way
that me deal with other literature,
and then allow the voice of God t o
speak to us as it miu through the
books thus studied and understood ?
The old orthodoxy, which these
angry critics still accept, decided
the question in the f i s t way. The
Bible from Genesis t o Revelation
mas a smooth, consistent voice of
God, like a Delphic Oracle. One
mas to read it as God’s letter t o
the human race. If you came
across any contradictions or inconsistencies you were to attribute
these to your own feebleness of
3
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apprehension, but never allom that
there could be anything wrong in
the book. Piety was t o be proved
by showing that the inconsistencies
were harmonised. If, for example,
it said in 2 Chron. xvii. 6, t h a t
Jehoshaphat “took away the high
places and the Asherim out of
Judah,” and then in ch. xx. 33,
‘Chowbeit the high places mere
not taken away,” it was a proof
of reverence t o the infallible word
to show how the high places were
b h h taken away and not taken
away by Jehoshaphat because Cc the
Word of God )’cannot be broken.
If in reading the Bible you came
across sentiments of fierce retaliation or deeds of savage bloodthirstiness, against which a man
of ordinary morality might naturally revolt, it was your duty to
justify these sentiments because
they were the Word of God,
and t o find excuses for the deeds
because they were recorded without
censwe in the Word of God.
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You were not allowed to argue
that because the sentiment mas
not godly it coidcl not come from
God, or because the deed was
uzclii-istiaii it could not be
approved by God. That mas
treated as presumption, as judging
God, as setting up the intellect
against its Maker.
This was, and is, the decision of
the old orthodoxy. Bud what is
its result ? Plymouth Bretbreuism
OIL the one hand, a i d irhdelity on
t h e other. It is this view of the
Bible which has enabled the ix6del
publication, Reybolcls Netospper,
t o regale its Sunday readers lately
mitlicoluuvls of extracts from the
Bible which run counter t o even a
worldly man’s sense of righteousness, as the CcWordof God.” If
the Plymouth Brethren account of
the Bible is correct ReynoZds A-~~wsp a p r is justified. As to the
honesty of Reynolds in assuming
that Plymouth Brethrenisnz is the
religion of Christendom, and ig-
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noring thiat no mail of scholarship
or education holds the ciem of the
Bible which would justify this procedure, I d say nothing, for that
is a side issue. But while the
loudest and most -vehement defenders of the Bible persist in
advocating this impossible view,
iddelity will have a thousand
weapons ready t o its hand.
Nom I venture on the assertion
that the result of criticism has
been to take all these weapons out
of the haiici of every honest sceptic.
When Reynolds, or any other infidel teacher, bases his attack against
the Bible and Christianity 011 this
unintelligent view of the Bible he
convicts himself of ignorance. He
starts from premises which no one
grants-I mean no one but Plymouth Brethren and the sinall
n u b e r of Christians who have set
themselves cgainst the fair examination of the Bible. The simple
fact is that this old view of the
Bible is not justified by any asser-
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tioii of the Bible itself, d e s s some
misquoted and iiiis%ppliecl tests,
vhich even ignorance hesitates to
cite, are t o carry the day; tests
just as inuch misquoted, misapplied
as those which are supposed to
support the Papacy; nor is that
old \dew supported by any external
authority of CIiurch or Comicil, o r
even unbroken tradition. It is not
consistent with tlie use which the
New Testament miters made of
the Old ; and it goes to pieces, like
a mummy brought into the fresh
ail; directly any unbiased m i d
begins t o study a i d examine the
Bible t o see exactly what it is.
Xow, of course I am not contellcling that the critics are right
in their conclusions; aU. I say is
that they are justified in their
methods. Not only are we allowed,
rre are literally required, before the
Bible can give its real message to
the woi-Id, t o bring every resource
of scholarship, the exambation
and collation of manuscripts, tlie
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einendatioii of the text, the coilsideration of authorship and style,
the inteimal ericleiices of dates, the
i d n e s s of archzeology and history,
and above all the developed system
of Christian life and teaching, t o
settle the exact bearing, relation,
and authority of each book and
each section of the Bible. Unless
aid until this is done tlie Bible
may be wrested, by selected citation, by ignorant confusion of
dates, and purposes, and application, or by an arbitrary method of
allegorising, to teach just what
each man wishes it to teach. And
in place of the Divine Truth, which
must be one and absolute, you
have every inan his own exegete,
and e.iery exegete his own Pope ;
and present,lj-, as tlie system develops: you hare tlie world rising
up impatiently against these
inyriads of petty Popes, as it did
once before against the imz)osing,
though effete, single Pope. The
answer to Popery is not that
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prix-ate judgment which i m k ~ s
ei-ery one an authorit:- eiititlwl tl)
speak e x cctthecbd from the Bible,
but that fyee, honest and rererelit
study of the Sci-ipt~ires,ttided by
all the best scholarship of the age,
v-liich tends more aiid nore to
make Biblical Theology an intelligibIe and progressire sjsteni, and
iii its highest Christian dewlopment a fiiial test and aut1iorit;r in
religion.
It is no anmer to the critical
method to prove that ?Tellhausen
has made mistakes-the
critical
method is not bound up xith the
infallibility of Welllmu-hen - or
that Chej-ne is arbihary in h i n g
the dates of the Psalms. The only
real refutation of it \Todd be to
funiish some proof from the Bible,
01- from God, that vt-e are forbidden
t o make these candid inquiries into
the structure of the liteidmre ; 01;
if sou nill,to shor that the Christian religion is injured instead of
being cleared and strengthened by
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the fearless use of those faculties
which God has given us for the
discovery of truth. Neither of
these has been done. hdeed, I
will ventme t o close with an illustration, mliich is one of a tliousaiid
easily adducible, t o show Bow reEy i o gains,
~
if orthodoxy suffers, by
the candid work of criticism.
Let us turn to the 137th Psalm.
I suppose no one was ever so far
blinded by tradition as to think
that Da;vid was its author. It
tells its own tale. It was written
five centuries after David’s time
by an exile in Babylon. But
according to the traditional ortliodoxy this exile psalmist was the
pennian of the Holy Ghost. He
uttered the sentiinelits which God
breathed into his heart, ~ n dtold
him t o commit to writing. Any
of these verses might therefore be
quoted as the Word of God. That
mas the theory. And consequently
it must be regarded as a beatitude
pronounced by God on any inan
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h d d take t l i P littic. i ~ m ~ m t
BaB;-loniim c-lddren nnd 4l:i2.h
them n g t i h t the rock. It is riot
a sentiment that seems suitable in
the heart of the Father of ctw
Lord Jesus Chist : and the old
oi-thodos.; must bear its o m
responsibility for maint:iining a
do,gnua which macle such a conclusion ine.i-itable. But there ~ v i sa
greater difficulty still. The Lord
had spoken tlu-ougli Jerenliab
ssis. 7 , couancling tlie exiles to
seek the peace of Bnb;-lon and to
prag' t o Eim for it. How eoulrl
the same God have breathed into
the e d e psalmist this cruel and
ldoodthirsty sentiment '3
I need not labour the p o b t to
pro.re how religion gains, how tlie
truth of God gains, how Christ's
Tiew of God is established, bj- B
mode of handling the Bible which
emphaiically denies that this bitter
thought of the exile Tas God's
thought a t all; a mode of handling
the Bible which, instead of treating
T T - s
~
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every passage in the Bible as the
Wordof God, seeks diligently to
h d and understand the Word of
God, which is unquestionably
there.
The Righer Criticism, we may
depend on it, is of God, and whatever is to be said of individual
scBoIam, the method must prevail,
to the lasting benefit of religion, of
the Church, and of mankincl.
When it is once realised that
the result of criticism has been,
and will be still more, not to lessen
but to intensify the spiritual value
and the teaching power of the
Bible, it will be the plain duty of
both parents and Sunday-school
teachers t o start in the instruction
of their children froin the position
mhich criticism has securely established. The baseless dogma &bout
the nature of the Bible must not
be given t o the children ; the Bible
itself must be gi;ven. But more.
Not only must the Bible itself be
giyen, but it inust be given with so

as an instance of &e sp&itua)

ikmiiiation and the clearing
of the ethical teaching d l i c h
iuar be gained by fearless$appl-*ig criticism to Scripture. I
XTas -req much affected bj- the
n-or& of a dear old friend. a faithful and 10Ting Christian from his
b o ~ h o ~ who
d , told me hov i1 CUEcult7 of manF gears' standing had
been remo-red b? my exposition of
this Psalm. HOT could it be
otherq-ise ? What miserable confusion must be mought in the
mind of it child if h e is taught
that the awful imprecationHappy shall he be that taketh and
dasheth thy little ones against the rock

is the Word of God! It is in-
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possible, in the face of such an
error, t o give children a true idea
of the God and Father of our Lord
Jesus Christ.
Nor can I forget the storms of
unbelief to which I was subjected
as a boy in preparing the Book of
Judges for a Cambridge Local
Examination.
No pastor or master ever hinted
t o me that the deeds of treachery
or blood in that book, mought by
uieii on whom the Spirit of God
vas said to have collie, were iiot
approved by God Himself. I supposed that the dastardly deed of
Jael was religiously praiseworthy,
and that Samson must be a
character that we should do well
t o copy.
I know, of course, that a large
proportion of the boys brought up
with me on the wine principles
of Biblical interpretation have
actually become unbelievers-or,
at least, cdlously iiidiff erent t o
the Bible. A few, like myself, have
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been suer1 frmi that itielanrhdr
fate I)?- the revealislg light and
truth ~ h i c h ,under the hand of
diEgeent critics. '-have brrken
forth from the Xc-ircl " in the last
t.irentF Fears.
And, if I ma? be pmdoned
another personal reminiscence, the
first shock t o faith d i i c h I
receked in Oxford TWS: not from
the so-called unbelief, or from the
philosophical speculations, of the
Unhersity, but from preparing the
Book of Acts for the enkance
examination. It rras in a shady
1-oom, looking out on the loreliness of the Xe'err College gardens,
that I was confronted by the fact
that the speech of Gamaliel
referred to certain predatory outbreaks which did not occur until
nfter the cirtte of his speech. If I
had encountered such an error in
Thucydides or Liq-, it would not
haye shaken my confidence in
those great historians ; but to
meet mth a historical slip in an
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Infallible Book shook the whole
untenable fouiiclation of my faith.
I speak, therefore, from my om1
experience of
sorrowful and
unnecessary shocks t o the religious
life when I plead khat a true' view
of what the Bible is should be
placed before children from the
beginning.
I think I must also mention an
incidental injury which a wrong
conception of the Bible has
wrought in the training of the
young. The unreality and tedium
of much Suiday-school teaching,
which issue in t h e children leaving
early and imbibing a permanent
dislike to the Christian Church,
must have an explanation. It is
easy t o lay the blame at the door
of the teachers. It is inadmissible
t o charge the fault on the BibIe itself. Surely the mistake lies iu the
conception of the Bible which most
teachers are themselves taught,
and feel in their turn bound t o
teach. They have t o smooth over
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;ind explain ~LTWLJ the uioriil
incongruities or the historical
discrepancies of Old Testament
scriptuxes. They ha.re to give mi
allegorising meaning to passages
xl&h in the original intention
could haT-e had 110 such meaning.
For instance, a wortlip correspondent assured me, some j-ears
ago, that Esther vas to him the
most precious of lsooks, because,
after niucli prayer, it had been
revealed t o him that hasueiws
is &r~@ty God, Mordecai o w
Lord Jesus Clwist, a i d Haman the
D e d . 3I-j correspondent is the
editor of a nidelF-read ne-ivspaper
and represents the orthodox ideas
of Bilsle-interpretation. But t o
teach children a view of that l&d
is fatal. It not only must destroy
all respect for the Bible, but also,
what an idea of God must it give
them if they are to see Him in the
arbitrary and sensual Persian king 1
or That an idea of QUT Lord if
they are to interpret ECim by the
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hard and cruel character of that
bitter-hearted Jew ! As for Haman, I am ready to admit that he
may present a plausible portrait
of the Deril; but it would leare
on the clrild’s mind the bpression that the Detil has been
hanged, which is, d o i h i a t e l y ,
not true.
May I conclude by commending to Sunday-scliool teachers
t ~ admirable
o
pamphlets written
by Charles Edward Walch, of
gobart, Tasmania; one on Sundayschool teaching, the other on
Gospel Sickness. These are published by James Clarke and Co.
They are full of sense and religion; they show how an earnest
Sunday-school teacher had himself discovered the need of
Biblical criticism before he had
become acquainted with its work ;
and they suggest that a new
day of vital interest in the
Sunday-school and in the home
teaching of children will begin
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Then the true XieJT of the Bible
has become generally h o ~ mand
accepted.
Xeandiile, eT-ery c l d d should
be taught from the &+st that the
Bible is a couipilation of mauy
clifferent books, mGtten by clifferent authoi-s a i d at viclely distant
periods of h e . He should
be taught that these books constitute SL rough record of the
stages by which God has been
rerealed to the ~ o r l i l ,and of the
clifficulties, the doubts, the rebellions xhieh His gradual selfrevelation has eacomtered among
men. No ~ o r dshould be said
2bout the Bible being iilfaLIibIe,
for the term is ~ l i o l l ymisleading.
And eveyy effort should be made
to shorn that Clwist is the elad of the
Iuzu, so that the teaching should
rather be Khat Christ is, has
clone, and is doing in the worlcl
to-dar, than the slow and dubious
steps by which the .irorld was
prepared for His coming. The
4

latter is a 11ecessary study €01theologians. The foimer alone is
needed for, and is capalde of
riveting the atteution of, our little
c"rlilch*en.
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III.
AXOKGthe awkward questions that
the Church has to face me must set
that of the best methods to be
chosen in bringing before our
young people the results of
Biblical criticism. To some it is
not awkward at all, either because
they are unaware of the attainment of such results, or because
they roundly refuse t o believe in
them. Others will not entertain
it, on the too-popular principle,
cc Wliy can’t you let it alone 2 ”
Those of us who are satisfied that
real results have been won, and
that for the advancement of the
faith it is vital that they should
n o t be kept back from our young
people, cannot acquiesce in a
conspiracy of silence. However
awLward, the question is most
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pressing, and on the wa-j- it is
ms.ivered niuch of the future
(Tepends. There is not eTen this
excuse for silence, that if Ire say
nothing they 4 1 hear nothing.
The truth is quite otherwise. They
d
lhear much that. is crude and
garbled, but rougldy effective none
the less, and if they hear it all
unprepared their position is dangerous indeed. They hare learnt
no clefeiice, and beliere that
i‘luistianib is hit in a vital place.
BOKiiiueh better if they already
laow, and h o w better than those
~ d i oflaunt these things in their
face, what the results of criticism
too, that
really are, and JXIIOTT~
their feet are planted on a rock of
certainty which no criticism can
shake. If I may repeat a phrase
I used in an ai-ticle some yeam
ilgt), criticism cc has dram the
fangs of the secularist lecturer,”
perhaps I ought t o add : only he
is not aware of it. In other words,
criticism has swept away many of

__

the things most clu~rsc~13-: the
SediLrists for atti1c.k. It is C ~ U Y
yririiege to place OUT piing people
a t the Fight point (-if vim-: a n d
presene a faith -,~hic.h
shall iaot 1~
i~~compatible
nithi intellectid integrity. W e innst mccinate them
with criticism t o s n ~ etlwm frfi'rinl
tlie small-pos of scepticism.
When we pass t o the methods
t~ fie euphyed, it .;rill be readi1~seen that tlie question is largeljone of presuppositions. TTe &cl
a set of ideas about the Bihle
alreaclr in possession when we
bea& our rro~k. Children in
Christian homes form tliek r i e m
of the Bible from the rererelice
always paid tQit, its use in family
';~G~s~G
and
P in the Chwch, and
all the other indications that it is
to be regarded as 5~ book quite
sacrect and apart. TThr it should
be so treated they fiardl~kxow : it>
is takea for granted as part of the
natural order of things. They
h i o 7 r nothing of Inspiration. I
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remember d i e n I was eight years
old reacting some of ‘(The Antiquities of Josephus.” I mas very
much interested. a i d said, ‘ I Why
this is just like the Bible.” I was
told that Josephus was not kispirecl.
What srith the child is unreasoning
acceptance becomes with the boy
OY girl intelligent acceptance, but
on grounds received without question, In this state of mind good
a i d bad elenleiits Illin$le, and the
good probably predommate. It is
highly impoi*tant that the Bible
should be re.i-erenced as the record
of the revelation and redeemuig
actirity of God, that it should be
set above all other books, aiicl
indeed placed in 5~ unique position.
But it is iiot well that this should
be held to involve extravagant
claims for the Bible, claims beyond
d i a t it niakes for itself, or beyond
vliat can be established by souiid
proof. Yet these are alniost universal, and constitute the great
difficulty of the teacher.
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The fbst thing t o be done, if ouiyoung people are t o be taught the
critical view of the Scriptures, is
to destroy their illusions. And
this w i l l be doiie by rarious lines
of proof. I scarcely venture to
suggest vhat order should be
follo-red, but I mill name some of
the points it is necessaiy to proTe.
The corruption of the text both of
the Old aid New Testaments must
be urged to prove that Provideuce
has not attached so much importance t o the exact transcription of
the words of the autographs as to
secure miraculous immunity from
errors of copyists. This may be
used Toit11 great force against the
doctrine of verbal hispiration, and
it should be shown that in many
cases the best scholars are not
agreed as to the t m e reading.
Another thing that should be
insisted on is that there is no
oi-thodox doctrine of Inspii-ation,
in other vords, there is no doctrine
t o which the Chm-eli is coinnitted.
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This uiay be showi by pointing t o
the great variety of siew that has
pre-iailed 011 the subject, and,
therefore, since the question is not
closed, me imst claim, as Protestants, the riglit of private
judgment upon it. I n llhis connection it is well to adduce the
esample of the leaders of the
Reformation, Luther and Calvin,
S T ~ Otreated the Bible with considerable freedom. rc’ext, it ii-~iglit
Be shown that tlie popular view of
the Bible has largely come to us
from tlie rigid scholastic tlieologians of the seventeenth century,
whose coiiclusioiis in some other
clepartineiits of tlieology we are
almost unanimous in rejecting. It
might then be pointed out khat
they caiiie to their doctrine of
Scripture in an Li p i o r i way, and
foriiied it vith very little reference
t o facts. The essential irreverence of this inethod should be
brought out, in that it pyesumecl
to form a theory of what God
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must ha17e done, instead of hUUl'bly
setting t o work to ciiscorer Flyat
H e had actclnlly done. Oyer
against this false method, which
has given us the popular -vieTv, the
true scientific aiicl historicd metliocl
should be set. The teacher should
make it clear that the oily satisfactory waF is not to spin theoyies
out of one's omi inner consciowness, but to set to work patiently
to investigate the phenomena
which the Bible presents, and form
the doctrine as a result of the inTestigatioii. It might be me11 t o
enforce this by histaiices, from
other departments of hiowledge,
of the igiiominious end of passionately defended ii priori theories.
h o t h e r illusion, which is persistent and troublesome, is mhat is
kaomi as the r r all 01- n o t l ~ 1 g,'
doctrine. It springs directly from
%hepopular view that the Bible is
a whole, of equal authority and of
equal inspiration froin end to end.
If a single error is admitted, the
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Bible cannot be inspired at all.
This is often Tery difficult t o deal
with, and the teacher cannot be
too careful in his treatment of it.
Once this has been cleared away
the path d be comparati.i-ely
easv. The proof of the falsity of
this position should come froin
several sides. The most impoi+ant
thing is to s h o that
~
for the purpose for d i c h it is assumed that
the Bible vas gkeu, such errors in
matters of fact as are alleged are
unimportant. The moral and religious value remains unimpaired.
This might be illustrated by those
numerous passages hi both Old and
Kew Testaments which speak t o
11s nith snch an hieciiate aucl
authentic Diriue voice, that' they
carry with themsel-ces proof of
their om1 impbation. In this
vay the impression of inspiration
does not depend 011perfect historical accuracy, as to which we could
never from the iiature of things be
sure of our ground, but on the
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conriction that the roice of God
aloxe could sa,y such things t o us.
The testimony is that of our o m
religious consciousness. In this
way the belief in inspiration will
be placed on a ftrmer basis, while
it mill be detached from such an
accretion as a belief in inerrancj-.
The cc all or notlibg ” argument
may be met in another r a y by
pointiug out the wfairness Kith
-vliicli it treats the Bible. If a
man discorers a, blunder in his
daily paper he does not jump to
the conclusion I have heard formulated with reference t o the
Bible in this way: (‘I€all of it
ain’t true, there’s none of it ti-ue.”
A inan should treat 15s Bible as
fairly as he treats his nemspaper.
It is unfair in another way. We
have no right to expect of the
Bible more than it professes to
B u d it makes no claims to
give.
merrancy. On another side an
effective appeal may be made to
Christian loyalty. We cannot
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place the words of any one on the
same le.rel as the words of Christ.
This helps us t o recognise distinction of value in rarious parts of
the Bible, aiici the argument m a j
be reinforced by illustrations of the
fact that some portioiis of the
Bible speak much more directly to
our souls than others. It is also
of great importance t o emphasize
the fact that the Bible is not a
book, but a collection of books,
gradually formed and fluctuating
in extent, so that eVen now Protestant scholars cannot regard the
limits that should be set t o the
Canon as fixed bepoila dispute.
These may serve as hints of the
way in which this difficulty should
be met.
The removal of illusions is oidy
one, though the most important,
part of the preliminary woyk. It
should be supplemeiited by the
positive proof that the position
taken up is better in itself. These
are some points that shonld be
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u a d e clear. Criticism has made
the Bible more precious to LIS:
because it has made it intelligi?ile
and interesting. It has iiiade the
uniqueness of the religion of Israel
aiid of Christianity stand out Tith
f a y greater clearness. It has driTeii
us to Christ, the only (‘iinpregnable rock,” as OLW supreme reli,‘O’lOUS
authority. It has thus mith&mni
apologetics from tlie useless task
of defending shattered outworks to
the imhcible fortress itself. h i c i
if it be urged that the authority of
Christ gua,raiitees tlie traditional
authorship of Old Testament books,
it must be said in reply that the
Incarnation involi-ed ii surrendey
of omniscience t h d He might be
like us in all things except sin,
aid that even if His knowledge on
these points transcended that of
His o m time, it would have Been
t o cast a needless stumbling-block
in the way of His hearers to discuss
critical questions with them. The
relation in which the Son stands
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to the universe did not cause Christ
t o re-ceal the secrets of nature,

xhich our o m age has so largely
discovered, nor to correct the
astronomical errors of His eontemporaries.
One point more may be briefly
mentioned. It is of great moment
that rhile the teacher is coaductiug his class over this delicate
ground he should make abundantly
erident his om1 derotion to Christ
and the Gospel. The practical
problem that presents itself to the
pupil is : If I revise my views of
the Bible, how do I know that I
shall not end by g i k g up Christianity? Nothing sloill reassure
him more than the feeling that
the teacher is a living example of
the reconciliation of faith with
criticism.
So much for the preliminaries.
It is so much, because they are the
most important. Who should the
teacher be? I n most cases, I thiuk,
the minister-that is, where he has
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been su6ciently conscieiitious to
give earnest stuciy to the subject.
I have further assumed that a class
w i l l be foimed for the systematic
study of the subject. Such a
course as I haye already sketched
mill take some time, and then the
actual teaching of the subject xiill
begin, and mill need contiiuous
xsork. As a, rule, critical questions
should be let alone in the pulpit.
They may unsettle the faith of
older Christians who are unable to
distinguish betveen form and substance ; and, aparh from this, the
pulpit is meant for another purpose.
The class might consist of any Tho
&shed t o join, but I think it woulcl
be prudent to admit none under
fowteen, and perhaps that limit is
too low. A text-book is badly
manted, and till a sa‘dsfactory one
appears each teacher must make
his own. Professor Robertson’s
“The Old Testament and its
Contents’) might be used a t ti
pinch, but those who are not satis5
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fied vith a halfway house vi.U
prefer to wait for somethin,0 more
critical. The question of the New
Testament is less pressing. Dr.
Dods’ cCIntroductionto the NenTestament,” or Mr. McClymont’s
(‘The New Testament and its
Writers,” rould do as a text-book.
Common sense will indicate the
necessity of placing only those
results before a class which are
generally accepted by critics. As
t o the order, I should suggest that
the Hexateuch be taken first, since
here the Fork has been most completely and perhaps most finally
done. If I were writing for
students, who wished to examine
the subject for themselves, I should
recommend a dif€erent order, but
this will, I think, be found best in
this case. There is no need t o
sketch an outline of study; a
teacher who knows his subject will
h d the line that suits him best.
But, on another point, is it too
much to ask of the officials and
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Cliurch that if they cannot help
thej will at least not hinder the
work 2 They cannot be mwe
anxious for the welfare of the
young people than the minister.
b i d in his effoi-ks to keep them.
by making Christianity credible to
them, they may rest assured that
be d l not play fast and loose t ~ t h
the essential truths of the religion
in vhich, in conmon with themselves, he h d s his highest inspi~atioii and joy. The wisest policy is
to trust him and let him take liis
own course. We are in a time of
change, and the only thing mlxicli
FCiU preserve the unity of the
Cliurcli is the love that cChopeth
all things” and ‘(belieTeth all
things,” eTen the orthodoxy of the
minister mho is a critic.

IT.
BY

Waiter F. Adeney,

~.,4.,

PROFESSOR O F NEW TESTAXEKT
EXEGESIS, HISTORY AND CEITICISX AT
NEW COLLEGE.

I

HAVE no doubt that to many
readers the suggestion that the
Higher Criticism should be brought
into any connection -with the
teaching of children must seem
about as absurd as a proposal that
Quain’s ‘cAnatomy ” should be
made up into reading-lessons for
an infant class. The very association of the phrases is painfully
incongruous. It should be remembered, however, that vhen we
refer t o the teaching of children
we are not alvays thinking of the
A B C lessons of lisping babes.
There is more difference in mental
grasp between a child of four years
and a boy or girl of fourteen than
there is beheen the latter and a
man or woman of forty. Even
young children have an awkward
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habit of springing upon us, in the
most unconscious innocence, questions which persons who are 80
quainted with the results of the
latest research can only answer
honestly in the light of that
research. This is the point. It
is not to be supposed that any
sensible people are eager t o
transform the rising generation
into an army of critics. The
judgment is the latest faculty to
ripen j with some of us it seems
to remain green for a lifetime.
To urge the exercise of it premnaturely is only to rear an ugly
crop of prigs.
What, then, have children t o do
with the Higher Criticism? I
should say that their relation t o it
is concerned with the results
rather than with the processes.
Let us clearly understand what we
mean by this often-repeated
phrase, ‘(the Higher Criticism”
The angry style in which it is
handled by the more ignorant of
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those people who take upon themselves t o heap indiscriminate
denunciation upon it would seem
t o imply that it is simply a n
indication of the self-conceit of its
authors, who mean by the use
of it that their critical methods
are superior to the methods of
less advanced students. A more
ridiculous misinkerpetation can
Of course, as
hardly be ima,&ed.
every student of its f i s t elements
knows, the Higher Criticism is not
so named as being better than an
inferior criticism that it affeots t o
despise, but simply in contrast
with another kind of criticism,
which is equalzy valid in its sphere
-the lower criticism concerning
minute questions of the settlement
of the original text, &e., and the
higher passing on t o inquire into
the age, authorship, character, and
tendency of the books it concerns,
as far as these can be ascertained
from an examination of their contents. Surely no reasonable person
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e m object t o such a study being
pursued, although it is quite opeu
to any competent person to say
that it is erroneously carried on by
some of its disciples. One thing,
I think, may now be afimed in
regard to this matter. There are
whole reaches of inquiry that have
been so thoroughly surveyed that
me can no longer treat them as
lying in the mists of uncertainty.
The fog has lifted over these
regions, so that we can see their
outlines. In other cases, where
perhaps we were once accustomed
to think we could discern the capes
and bays of a sharply-marked
coast-line, the powerful telescope
of criticism may prove that we were
only gazing a t a bank of clouds.
That cannot but be an unsatifying
result to arrive at; and yet our
personal disappointment is no
excuse for smashing the telescope.
At all events, it is best t o know the
facts. Then the question arises,
If Tve know the facts, what reason
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or justification have we for con-

tinuing t o teach children just as

we did before we had reached
them ? I have no wish t o perplex
and puzzle children with abstruse
questions; but I feel the grave
mistake of ignoring the fairlyestablished results of criticism.
W e may not be able t o explain
Kepler’s laws to young clddren,
but that is n o excuse for doggedly
persisting in representing to them
that sun, moon, and stars all
revolve round the earth.
One of the commonest mistakes
about the Higher Criticism is that
it only issues in a mass of dreary
negations. I am by no means
ready t o take a brief for every
person who chooses to style himself a critic. There are men who
come to the consideration of
Biblical problems with a marked
prejudice against the transcendental, the spiritual, everything
that is not in agreement with
everyday London club life-men
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Tho are SO obviously blind to t h e
religious wonder of revelation that
they put themselves out of court.
at once when they set forth their
arid negations. Their criticism is
as tmcritical as Jeffreys’criticism of
Wordsworth. By every word they
utter they prove themselves to be
inhabitants of another world from
that of the inspired miters, and
therefore utterly unfit to present
themselves as their judges. There
Itre men, too, with whose character
and temper we may have no reason
t o quarrel, and yet mho are manifestly so extravagant and one-sided
that what they give out as critical
results must only be accepted by us
as obiter dicta. But when a full
discount has been allowed for all
these eccentricities and irrelevances, there remains a heavy
balance to the credit of sound
criticism, the accuinulated returns
of the labour of a number of sober
workmen whose converging harmony of opinion cannot be brushed
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aside without iupertinence. Now
here it is that we find results tlyat
are by no means barely negatke.
The mining is not all for the
shakcg of ancient foundations ;
the best of it i s carried on in new
Gelds for the discovery of hidden
treasure, and with the result that
already -ive lime been presented
with some precious nuggets of gold.
I s it nothing that this criticism
has TJickeiied our interest in the
it has given new life
Bible-that
especially t o the Old Testament?
Some of us who would still fain
believe we are young men can yet
recollect the time when there was
a manifest danger of the Old
Testament falling altogether ixto
neglect among the more progressive teachers of Christian truth.
I n the present day the study of
the Old Testament has come t o be
courted vith the keenest interest.
Criticism has thrown new light
upon the history of Israel. Formerly the writings of the Hebrew

e
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prophets xere handled as though
they xere b o many scattered
Sibvlline leares. B o w they are
made to discouse eloquently
of the ages from which they
sprang, and t o re-clothe their
authors r i t h the flesh and blood of
real life. There is no reason why
&iIdren should not hare their
share in these happy gams so far
as the: are able to appreciate them.
Then as Tve pass on to the Nerr
Testament we have stilt larger and
richer results of sound criticism.
The critical comparison of the
S-moptic Gospels one nith another
and FFith St. John’s Gospel has led
to such a clear understanding of
the life am3 teachings of Jesus
Christ as was probably never
before reached in the history of
Christendom. Until quite lately
it was customary to mix up sayings
of o w Lord with texts from any of
the epistles, not to mention Old
Testament quotations, as though
they all ran on the same plane, to
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the confusion of any character and
specific meaning. Nom v e are
able to see the teaching of Jesus in
its o m crystalline clearness. That
is an infhite gain. It is much>
too, that the latest criticism has
demonstrated the essential unity
of that teaching as it appears in
all the four Gospels. At the same
h e me are able to detect the
clifferent standpoints of the several
evangelists, and when we come t o
the apostles, t o see their several
mays of presentbg the Gospel,
each characteristic, each valuable.
The truth itself is better apprehended when regarded in these
various lights than it was when all
merences were blurred by the arti- .
Eeial contrivances of the haimonists. Thus the Nem Testament
lives to us with a crispness of outline
a i d a vividness of colour which it
owes to the clarifying processes of
criticism. I s there any reason wh7
children should not be introduced to
these fresh and inteyesting results
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But n o r if criticism has yielded
iEiese profits, it cannot be denied
that it has unsettled some oldestabIishecI positions, and here me
corne to the crux of the matter.
The fist question will be, How are
we to deal Ttith the narratives of
theearliest times in the light of
criticism? To be simply silent
i ~ b o ~them
i t is to take the feeblest
course iuia,&able.
Though it may
not be clesirable t o set them as
formal Sunday-school lessons, just
as if they rrere on ~t level with the
Gospel storj, to throw them aside
altogether nould be t o follow a
counsel of despair. To put the
matter on the lowest gi-ound, a
person Tho had grown up in
igaorance of such time-honoured
Izarratives must be held to be uneducated. Noreover, the beauty,
the &aim, the moral and religious
significance of many of these
shries miIl win the hearts of
ihilclren in the future as they have
>Tonthe hearts of chilchen in the
1.1s
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past. This winsome grace of the
antique stories is one of the proofs
that they are presented to us n5th
the power and Life of Divine inspiration. W e cannot afford to
lose sight of them, say what the
critics may about them. The
child’s Bible would be sadly impoverished if these favourite parts
were t o be missing. But let the
stories be given in their quaint, oldworld simplicity. When we are dealing with those concerning which
we may think historical grounds of
assurance cannot be made out, it
will be misleading t o drag in allusions t o modei-n geographical and
archaxlog-ical data. The stories
should be set by themselves,framed
in their own mystery. As soon as
the children are able t o understand
it they should be informed quite
simply, and without any painful
sense of reserve, that they are
different from the later history,
because the books in whichthey
are recorded were not written till
6
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many hundreds of years after the
tinies to which they refer. Children have to learn how all history
begins among the mists of uncertainty, in the dim ages of a
far-off antiquity. They know this
with regard t o the stoi-y of Britain,
and it does not make them sceptics
of the history of the Norman and
Tudor lines. If they are told that
possibly Xing Arthur was a myth,
they are not thereupon so confused
as t o doubt the landing of WiJ,liam
the Conqueror. These points of
merenee would be above the coinprehension of yery little children ;
I ani not now referring to such,
but to boys and giyirls of some
growth in intelligence. Take, for
instance, the story of Adam and
Eve. To know nothing of this
would argue gross ignorance ; and
it is better t o come upon it in the
grand simplicity of its original
form in Genesis than t o meet with
it for the first time clothed in
Milton’s strange mingling of
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Puritan theology and sensuou
poetry. This story is not only
touched vith antique charm j it is
replete with profomd lessons concerning man, his sin, and his fate
-lessons which, coming to us as
me receive them in the austere
simplicity of the primitive narrative, awe us with a sense of t h e
Di-rine. P e t I suppose very few
eciucated people take the narmtive as prosaic history. Then why
should children not be told that it
is an old tale teaching great
lessons, and not an account of the
way things actually happened ?
The case of the patriarchs is not
of the same kind. I must confess
that I am old-fashioned enough to
cling t o the stories of Abraham,
Isnac, and Jacob; and certainly
we have had gleams of light from
the desert and the monuments that
suggest points of verification.
Still, it cannot be denied that the
rearrangement of the Pentateuch
has raised questions in many minds
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as to grounds of certitude concerning these narratives. Similarly, the new order in mhich the
records of the Pentateuch are now
arranged cannot but affect the
whole story of the tabernacle in
the wilderness. The plain statement about these things is that
the narratives intheir present form
mere mitten so many hundreds of
years after the events occurred
That we cannot be as certain about
them as we are about contemporary
records. I do not see any reason
why we should not say this to
children who are old enough to
understand what is, after all, a
very simple statement. It will be
objected that this is a dangerous
k
position, but I venture t o a
that a furtive and timorous reserve
is a far more dangerous one.
If, however, criticism touches
the New Testament, it is natural
to kq+e with more anxiety as t o
what Stre its effects. Here we
have come out into broad daylight,
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and the answer can be given with
more assurance of ihality. But
here, too, criticism brings us nothing t o fear. The effect of the
most searching and ruthless inquiry
is that the central Figure of all
history and all religion stands out
wit11 a new clearness of outline,
and at the same time with commanding majesty, nay, with the
awfulness of true Divinity, so that
we are constrained to exclaim with
Thomas, “My Lord and my God.”
After that what do the details
matter? Yet these details are
useful in fUing up the background
of the canvas. Now it is not so
much the Higher Criticism as a
mere ordinary literary criticism
that has brought t o light certain
sinall inconsistencies in the several
Gospel narratives. These are puzzling t o the historian, whose businessit is t o settle every disputed
point in the story, but they are of
n o religious importance whatever.
The dangerous thing is t o attempt
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t o smother them up under a confusion of words. The siinple,
na+wal, straightforward coui-se is
t o admit them without perturbation ;for it is not the inconsistency
iu the nawative but the peih-bation in the teacher that upsets the
child’s faith. If children were
not brought up with an unfounded
belief in the verbal inerrancy of
the Bible, these cliscrepaiicies
would run off them as water from
a duck‘s back, admittedly real, but
incapable of penetrating t o the
deep regions where faith lives and
where doubt may be bred. I was
almost saying that those people
who so deliberately set the terrible
stumbling-block of verbal inerrancy
in the path of Christ’s little ones
are theizlselves in danger of the
millstone; but I know they are
acting from the best motives as
the friends of the children. Still,
what a huge blunder they hare
fallen into, and how disastrous are
its consequences ! They beliere
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themselves to be defenders of the
faith; but their feverish anxieb
seems to be engendered by the
unwholesome effluvia of a decaying
creed. Faith can look the whole
world in the face and welcome
light from every quarter, hiowing
that the foundation standeth sure.
When we feel the Spirit of God
breathing on us from the pages of
the Bible, we may regard the work
of criticism with equanimity, hat-ing the satisfyhg inward assurance
that no arguments can touch our
one supreme, indubitable fact.
Without this perception it matters
not what becomes of the battle of
the critics j at best it can but issue
in one more literary rerdict with
which to cumber the libraries of the
learned. Above all, while we ha\-e
a settled faith in Christ, confirmed
by the experience of the Christian
life, we may as well imagine
that some nem theory was about
to filch the sun from our sky as
fear that any criticism could ever
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rob us of om Lord. If this is the
right position to take up, surely it
is our business t o lead children
into it by %he straightest course
possible.

v.
By the Very Rev.

W. H. Fremantle, D.D.,
DEAX OF BIPON.

TEE Higher Criticism is often

supposed t o mean negative criticism, but it really means the criticism, not of tests, but of the
underlying ideas of a work ; it is,
therefore, much more congenial to
the faithful and Christian teacher
than the lower criticism, which
deals mith manuscripts and readings. Of the works of Lachmann
or TiscliendorfE, or of Westcott
and Hoi-t, o n the test of the New
Testament only a few scholars can
judge ; but of the questions raised
by Ewald or Kuenen we can all
judge. Could the Book of Deuteronomy, they ask, which assumes
t h a t there is only one altar, and
vehemently condemns vorship in
the High Places, hare been in
existence when Samuel, the chosen
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leader and inspired prophet, sacrificed a t the High Place in Ramah ?
or, Could the words, ccWho saith
of Cyrus, Thou art my shepherd,
saling t o Jerusalem, Thou shalt be
built, and to the Temple, Thy
foundations shall be laid,” have
been written by Isaiah 150 years
before the Temple was destroyed,
and 200 before Gyrus reigned?
Of such questions, I say, we can
all of us judge. And, f h l i e r , we
are all of us unconsciously among
the cChigher critics ” when, for
instance, we read Ps. cxxxvii., a d
ask whether the words, “Happy
shall lie he that taketh and dasheth
thy little ones against the stones,”
express tlie mind of the Divine
Spirit, or whether they belong t o
a class of ideas and f e e h g s which
have been done away in Christ.
Here Christian faith is itself the
Higher Criticism.
Such questions are sure t o be
asked as the child grows into the
inan or wornan, and it is of the
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utmost importance that we should
so teach the Bible that they may
not prove a fatal stunibling-block.
The late M. Taine, one of the fore-

mostmritersaudthinkersinFrance,

became a Protestant because lie
felt sure that, if his children mere
taught the literalisms which, in
the hands of French priests, made
the Bible a tissue of incredibilities,
they mould, as they p e w up, cast
away their religion, whereas the
sane explanations of the excellent
Pastors Bersier and Hollard, to
whom he entrusted them, would
make possible a continuance of
belief, We may well ask ourselyes
whether the cause of the alienation from Christian faith is not
often this, that we have bound up
mith religion during childhood a
number of ideas which the adult
sees t o be untenable, but froiii
vhich he fmds it impossible t o
disentangle it.
This danger may be t o a great
extent obviated by sho-n-ing that
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wlzat is paramount in the Scriptures, as explained by critickm, is
the religious interest. Take the
question of the books of the law,
on which so niuch criticism has
been expended. The higher critics
have mostly come to the conclusion
that Exodus, Deuteronomy and
Leviticus contain successive handlings of the law, the rudiments of
which came from Moses, just as
the P s a h s hare their source in
David, but they believe tlat each
re-editing of the law bas a distinctly religious purpose. On this,
therefore, the teacher should fix
the child's attention. He should
shorn how stress was laid in each
epoch upon the points most needf u l for the religious life ; first, in
Exodus, for the primitive social
life of the nation ;next, in Deuteronomy, for the final struggle
against idolatry in the period from
Hezekiah t o Josiah ; and lastly, in
Leviticus, for the time after the
captivity when the sense of sin

__

cr~
the
d need of sacrifice were so
f d l y de\-eloped. It is not neeessur?- to go into ininute criticism
.r~--idi
the young j but it is a distinct
gain io the teacher, say in reading
Deuteronomy, to be able to
(Iescribe the cc kill-altars ” and the
d - hshesilu ”
existing in every
coiyier of J u h ? and the degradation of the Forship of God as
described by Hosea and the early
prophets, and thence to show the
need of the limitation of sacrificial
worship to the central sanctuary
at Jerusalem. And, similarly, it
is a gain to r e a h e the state of
mind of the Jews in the great
m-ulsion from idolatry under
Ezekiel and the second Isaiah,
; t n d to associate the lamentations
for iiational apostasy which we
iind in Nehemiah ix. or Ps. cvi.,
ctr the denunciations of Leviticus
xmi., with the passionate longing
for atonenlent with God, which
Inought into prominence the
iwiestly code of Leiiticus.
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The Psalms and the prophets
rind histories are comparatively
easy to deal with in the light of
criticism. I n the histories the
chief clifliculties are caused by differing traditions which hare been
placed side 73,. side, as in the varying accounts of the eleration of
Saul to the kingdom, and of
Darid's introduction to Saul.
Wien these ape fraddy admitted,
as they would be in any other ease,
the 8Ecrdty is gone, but the
religious lesson is unimpaired, As
to the Psalms, the dates and construction of them are still sub
judice; but this is of little concern
for their religious bearing; they
are of all ages, and @re voice t o
the universal needs of the human
sod. The criticisms, however, of
Cheyne, which show that they
have a national as rreU as an individual bearing, should be of use to
us in training the young to public
an& social duty, vhich is among
the greatest needs of our time.

!I 7
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As t o the prophets, criticism has
made theui stand out as livid,
struggling persoimlities, their
words gaining force froltl the
clearer disclosure of the special
circumstances of their tiue. How
much more real does such an
utterance as that of Isaiah lxiv.
10, 11 become: “ Zion is a wilderness, Jerusalem a desolation, our
holy and beautiful house wherein
our fathers praised Thee is burned
vith fire,” when we think of it
as springing warm from tlie heah
of tlie great unlinom prophet of
the exile as he depicted vith patiiotic S G ~ ~ O F the
V
actual state of
desolation, than when we try t o
conceive of it as written 200 years
before, in the time of Hezekiah,
when the temple stood firm and
Jerusalem was unscaihed by fire.
Let us now pass to ~t different
sphere, that of the narratives
which have created most controversy. Take the account of the
Creation. If we believe it to be a
7
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poetic esion of the upgrowth of
the world under the hand of God,
we can surely make the pupil
understand this. To be sure,
children are, as Goethe said,
“inreterate realists,” and are sure
to ask ‘‘Was it all true ? ” But
the great religtous lessons-the
universe a great unity, the manifestation of one principle, one
agent, and that the Holy One;
the world prepared f o r man, who
is to master it and use it accordixg
to God’s will j the spiritual element
supreme over the material, the
consecration of the whole by its
issue in a Sabbath of holy rest ;
man made after God’s image, Iris
innocence as the witness that sin
is not a necessary part of his
nature, the saactificatioa of human
love and family and social life by
the blessing on the &st parents of
the race-all this is so prepoiiderant, and in the hands of an earnest
teacher can be made to stand out
so clearly, that the mere process
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of creation fa& natumlly into a
subordinate place.
This ma)- rightl? lead us to
consider the attitude which TW
should take towards the iiiii-acles
of the Old Testament. We should
dwell on the Dirine purpose and
its resilt, not upon the particular
mode of Torking. The word
miracle, as used in Scripture (put
Paley aside): is quite undehed,
ana simply implies to the religious
llliud a vonderful and striking
fact vhich makes us realise the
presence of God. On the action
of God, therefore, we should fix
the attention. Take the account
of the delkerance of Israel by the
passage of the Red Sea. W e may
take the old precritical T-ie-nwhich made even MattheK h o l d
speak of the namtive as instinct
with supernaturalism, or we may,
vith the Speaker’s Cormnentarj-,
take it as wholly ns?tural. The
latter is surely the most - r i d and
attractire ; we see, and can make

1UI)
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the pupil see, t h e sea driven back
by the strong east wind, the storm
cloud helping the Israelites by its
lightsings but beating in the
faces of their enemies, the sun as
the eye of God looking foi-th in
the mosning watch from the pillar
of cloud, and the tide returning in
its strength. Yet iipon none of
these in themselves must t,he
attention be h e d , but upon the
combiuation of all these forces
under the hand of God for the
deliverance of Israel. We need
not be anxious to explaiu the
processes through which God
wrought either as identical with
OT as m e r i n g from the processes
h o r n to human experience. What
me want to impress is the sense of
God working out His righteous
-andlovingpnrpose, whether iu ways
within or in ways beyond our comAnd further, we
prehension.
want to make the pupil realise
that the wonder of the old tiuie
is the heightened or concentrated

esample of that which is in its
essence repeated day bj- day in
the action of God ton-nrds us.
Even nom-, with all o w advancr.
in lmoxleclge, how little do \\-e
hen- of the secret forces of
Nature. The saying of Ne.Fc.ton
is still true, that v e are like
children picking up shells on the
shore of an ocean whose depths
ape unexplored. Our philosophers
haw to speak of an 6c enerm’’
0.v
whicli is the source of a11 action,
get is in its essence unlinom. We
may, therefore, with entbe frankness, adopt iu our teaching sneli
words as those of the Psalmist :
kc Thy nay is in the sea, and Th?paths in the great waters, and
Thy footsteps are not h o r n . ’ ’
There are, we must admit, some
stories in the Bible nhich we
cannot take literally, such as that
of the axe-head swimming at the
word of Elisha, or the three
children in the fiery furnace. But
a tactful teacher d l know how t o
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get 01-er the difficdty. In other
cases he will pass it by, a s the
Geriwans say, cc d h light foot,”
especiauj- There, as in the &-st of
these instances, no spiritual lesson
is Clivectly connected with it. In
other cases, as in the second of
these instances, he may Tightly
say that, the stor? being told after
three huidrecl years, I t is quite
possible that its details have been
altered, but t h a t in an-j- ease it.
represents an instance, such as
has often been known, of faithful
confessors delivered from a clue1
death; and he iuaj- thus suggest
what is the real religious use of
the story to us-that God’s people are constantlj- passing through
the c: smoking furnace ” (Gen. XT.
1 7 ; compare Deut. iv. 20, 1Eings
7%.
51), and are Like the bush
bathed in fire, which has suggested
the motto of the persecuted
Church, ccEttumen non consumebatur.”
4 similar mode of treatment
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may be adoptedas to the moral
cl.iBiculties of the Old Testament j
they must in some cases be
avoided, in some cases explained.
But here we are on firmer ground,
having the plain declarations of
our Lord E m s e l f to guide us. He
admits the doctrine of development in moral matters. Whak
v a s c C said to the men of old times ”
needed to be corrected by what He
said. Moses gave lams for the
hardness of men’s hearts, which
He repealed. The disciples were
not t o imitate Elijah in calling
down &e from heaven. We need
not scruple, therefore, t o tell ou*
&ildren, as they aye able to bear
it, that expressions like the long
curses of Ps. cis., ending with
<<Letthis be the reward of &e
aclversaries from the Lord,” could
not be allowed in the mouths of
Christians. With the younger
children such passages may best.
be left m e a d , aud in devotional
exercises they must not be intro-
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duced. I presume that few pastors
who have free choice xoulcl dwell
upon them in the congregation;
and I think that, Then these passages are set down t o be read in
the appointed order in chureh, the
libei-ty which the law now gi-ies to
vary the Psalms w d e r special circumstances may be held t o jnstifj
the exclusion of expressions of
hatred. O m congregations contain
persons of all classes and all ages,
and we must beware of suggesting
to yowig or old what will be certainly perplexing, a i d may lead to
deadly error.
It is in the teachjllg of the Old
Testament that the d8iculties
chiefly arise which it is the design
of these papers t o meet. But there
are difliculties also in the New
Testament ; and though these are
not so numerous, they aTe aggravated by the fact that the critical
results are farless clear. The time a t
which the Gospels mere composecl,
the account to be giren of the
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TTide -rariations and the minute
agreements of the &*st three
Gospels, and of their relation to
one another and to the fonrth
Gospel, are as Set undetermined.
On the other hand> many of the
discrepancies d i i c h hare peqIesec1
pious souls, and which have been
met by strange erasions or atattempts at reconciliation, become
non-eyistent t o us as soon a s ~ e
put aside the fictitious assumption
of an exact accuracy in the narratives.
W e can then say: It
matters nothing whether Christ
healed two blind nien going out of
Jericho, as Xt. Matthex- reports, or
one blind man coming into Jericho,
as St. Luke states; or which of
the rersions of the title upon the
cross, which is given ditferently by
each Evangelist, is the true one.
W e hardly ask such questions in
the case of other books, but are
content to say: ‘‘These are different versions, slightly varied,
of the same transactioii.” There is
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no cfiiBiculty in saying the same as
to the Gospel accounts either to
ourselves or to our children. What
is more difficult is t o make them
understand the state of l i m a n
nature which existed in Palestine
in our Lord’s t h e and long after
-a state in mhich leprosy and
hysterical affections and demoniacal possession were common
phenomena, and in vhich, therefore, the presence of a Divine
per;onality must produce effects to
which our later Western life presents hardly an analogy. But
something of this kind must be
suggested in order to prevent in
later years a sense of unreality
besetting the subject and obscuring
the character and teaching of
Christ.
In conclusion, I think that o w
o m religious experience on these
subjects is o w best guide in
teaching. If me are thoroughly
persuaded of the main results of
modern criticismJ and have rear-
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ranged the Bible in our own minds
8s the history of an orderly
development ctihiaating in Christ,
the true Prince of mankinil, and if
this has foTtified our om1 faith by
2 . sense of historical veracity, we
need iiot fear tcj speak plainly to
the young ; for n-e van hardly fail
to coiirey t o them the coiisciousness
that the religious :tiin is par:tmount
nit11 us, and that \ye \yish it t o be
so with them. When they can
realise that, through the r e d t s of
criticism, Christian piety md zeal
are iiot slackened but iiiereased,
and that both the Old Testament
Iiistorx and Christ Himself are
made tQ stand out in clearer outline, the ciauger lest light and
truth should in maturer life come
to them as destructire and
disiutegratiug po-zers will haw
passed &was, and we ma? trust
that the Bible -dlgrow t o them.
more red and more precious the
more their knovledge and experience extends.

By the Rev.

Washington Gladden, D.D.,
AUTHOB OF
“WHO WROTE TEE BIBLE,” 9c.

TEE Bible is the book of religion,
but it is also, by eminence, the
book of literature. Well may v e
call it The Book ; it is the prolific
mother of books j since the imention of printing the book-makers
have been busy, a good share of
their time, 111 producing Bibles,
and books about the Bible.
The influence of our English
Bible upon OUT language in keeping our speech simple and direct
and unstilted is beyond all comprehension. Euphuistic dandyism
and Johnsonese magniloquence
have been slain by its homely
eloquence; and not onlv have
thirsty souls with jpy &-axn the
mater of life by its aid from the
mells of salvation, but scholars
and writers of books have dmm
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the freshness and grace of literary
form from its pure well of English
unde6led. It is scarcely an exaggeration to say that our greatest
English miters have been the men
who best knew their Bibles. J o h n
Bunyan read &nost no other book,
aid he contrived t o m i t e a book
of which, it is said, more copies
have been printed than of any
other English book except the
Bible itself. Of men as far apart
in their view of life as Byron and
Ruskin, it could with equal truthfulness be said that their mastery
of style is largely due to their
perfect familiarity with the English
Bible.
Complaints of the Bible as
archaic and uncouth in its litel-ary
form have not, indeed, been wanting; and some of the most amusing
books in the language are those
which have undertaken to remedy
this defect. A translation of the
New Testaslent published in New
England in 1833, by an Episcopal
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clergyman, exhibits in its introdnction the need of such a reconstructed Bible. <‘ While Tarious
other works,” says the translator,
c( and especially those of the most
tririal attainment, are diligently
adorned with a splendid and sweetly
%owing diction, why shodd the
mere uninteresting identity and
paucity of language be so exclusirely employed in rendering the
Word of God? W h y should the
Christian Scriptures be divested
e-ren of decent ornament? T h y
should not an edition of the
heavenly institutes be furnished
for the reading-room, saloon and
toilet, as well as for the church,
school and nursery; for the literary
and accomplished gentleman as
well as for the plain and unlettered
citizen?” This is what this f h e
miter essays t o do, and a few
samples of the vay he does it may
be instructive :
When thou a r t beneficent, let not thy
8
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left hand know what thy right hand
performs.
Contemplnte the lilies of the field,
horn they advance.
A t t h a t time Jesus took occasion t o
say, I entireiy concur mith Thee, 0
pather, Lord of heaven and earth.
Every plantation which My heavenly
Father has not cuItivated shall be extkpated.
s a l t is salutary; but if the salt
has become vapid, how oan i t be re.
stored ?
Be not surprised that I announced t o
Thee, Ye must be reproduced.
For this the Father loves Me, because
I g a w up Xylife to be aftemards resumed. No one divests Me of it, b u t I
personally resign it. I have authority
t o resign it, and I have authority to resume it.
There are numerous apai-tments in &fy
Father’s temple; if not, I would have
informed you.

This Ttiu serve as an illustration
of the kind of Writing t o which,
for long periods, me might have
been delivered, if it had not been
for the better model, always in t h e
hands of the c o m o n people, of
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the strong and simple Sason of o w
English Bible.
Most true is the contention of
31atthew Arnold, that although
the Bible is the book of religion
and the book of conduct, rre cannot drav from it the religious and
the moral truth of which it is the
treasury unless lye treat it as litemture. Literature it is, beyond all
controTersy, and not science nor
philosophy northeolog?. Grievously
do we abuse it &en rre take its
phrases as theological formulas,
and undertake t o piece them
together in what rre call sjstematic
theology. <IE To understand that
the language of the Bible is fiuict,
passing and literary, not rigid,
&xed and scientific, is the &st
step,” says Arnold, ‘‘tomards a,
right understanding of the Bible.”
It is a step whieh many theologians
have never taken. If our Sundayschool teachers could get possession of this truth, a good foundation would be laid for a spbitual
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and -,-ita1 theology. And then it
would be Toell t o go a little deeiiey
and try to comprehend the fact
that all language is. an instrument
d i c h man has devlsed for himself
-a tool which he has fashione~l,
Sild is dl the vhile reshaping folhis uses ; that it is necessarily imperfect and fallible-net-er, a t its
best estate, an instrument of precision; and that the best me can
hope for is an approximation t o
the perfect utterance in words of
spiritual realities. That profound
discussion of the nature of lauguage in the introduction t o Dr.
Bushell’s God in Christ ” should
be carefully studied by every one
who tries to interpret the Bible.
lii the application of what are
called the exact sciences-as, for
example, in engineering-it is often
necessary to repeat measurements
or tests a great many times, and
take the average of results that
greatly vary. And in the expression of highest truth by means of
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hunyan language the saiiie method
must be emplojed. The thing has
to be said over many times, iir
many ways; one analogy after
another must be suggested, one
aspect after another considered,
until, by comparison and combination of all these impressions, the
3&1c7
reaches something like tt
complete apprehension.
If Re find the m i t e r (sags Dr. Bnshnell) moving with a free motion and
tied to no one symbol, unless in some
popular effort or for some single occasion; if me find him multiplying antagonisms. offering cross-views, and bringing us round the field to see how it looks
from different points, then me are t o
presume that he has some truth in hand
d i c h it becomes us to know. We are
to pass round accordingly with him,
take up all his symbols, catch a view
with him here and another there, use
one thing to qualify another, and the
other to shed light upon that, and by a,
process of this kind endeaT-onr to cornprehend his antagonisms, and settle
into a complete view of his meaning.

This is an excellent statement
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of what is meant Then it is said
that the Bible is l i t e r a b e , and
that it must be studied as literature in order to understand it.
But rrhile the spiritual and
mold content of the Bible is
a h a y s the main subject of o u r
study, it is well Forthy of OLU.
attention also on account of its
literary form. It was the architectural splendour of his capital,
no doubt, that the poet mas thinking of when he mote : “Out of
Zion, the perfection of beauty,
God hath shined forth.” If the
beauty of architecture is one
medium by which He may be
manifested, the beauty of the
moving epic, tlie rhythmic ode,
the stately oration, the sparkling
epigram, is another and a far
more perfect medium. The literary beauty of the Scriptures is not
an accident ; beauty is an essential
elernent of all Divine revelation,
and as such deserTes our most
rererent study.
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What Professor Moulton describes as ‘;literary morphology ’’
is a matter of interest, and the
attempt vihich he has made, in his
recent volume entitled cc The Literary Study of the Bible,” to give
us some account of the leading
forms of literature preserved for
us in the Scriptures-to show us

how to distinguish one literary composition from another, to say exactly
where each begins and ends ; t o recognise epic, lyric, and other forms as they
appear i n their Biblical dress, as well as
to distinguish literary forms special to
the sacred writers,

is one to which the attention of
all students of the English Bible
may well be called. But more
important than these technical
distinctions is the recognition of
the p a c e and loveliness ~ t h
which the language of the Bible is
often clothed. The power to discern this beauty needs to be cultivated. cc Consider %e lilies,”
said the Master. The word seems
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to mean that we are to sit domn
among them and study them, to
pore over their loveliness until it
enters into om souls and takes
possession. I know not why so
many of the fair flomers of speech
are strewn upon the pages of the
Book of books, unless it be that
their beauty is meant t o appeal to
our thought and to give us a
high and pure pleasure. Consider
these blossoms also. This is an
integral part of the Gospel of
God-the
revelation of beauty.
He saves from that which is low
and base by offering us pleasure
in that which is high and pure.
‘(Let each one of us,” says the
Apostle, ccplease his neighbour for
that which is good, unto edifying.”
It is thus that we become the
children of our Father in heaven.
Bnd the Book which above all
other books reveals Him offers to
OUT minds abundant pleasure in
the graces of beautiful speech.
It may be supposed that such a
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message as the Bible contains
could have been delivered to men
in language as tame and unimaginative as that of the Westminster
Confession or the Thirty-nine hr-tides -that God’s Bible might
hace contained no poetry, no
music, 110 kindling eloquence.
But such a supposition could iiot
long be entertained by a thorougldy sane mind. The truth
about God’s love for man and
man’s life in God cannot be told
in cold logical foimularies! the
words into which it is poured -sill
glow and burn; the sentences
which are charged with it fall into
rhythmic beat and reT-erberation.
The hope and joy and glory of it
are the best of it, and these cannot
be put into logical propositions.
The creeds are not the Gospel, any
more than the skeleton is the man.
The Gospel is not the Gospel Then
it is separated from the forms of
beauty -ith which it came forth
from the heart of God.
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The question how the children
who are studying the Bible can be
made to discern and enjoy this
beauty is one to which I am not
inclined t o propose any d e h i t e
solution. The main thing is that
those who teach the Book shall
themselves be filled with a sense
of its beauty; out of the abuudance of the heart the mouth will
speak. It would be well for all
teachers to study Xr. Modton's
book; but it would not be well
for them to burden the lllincls of
their pupils with the technical
distinctions of literary form.
To read the Bible with the
pupils-if
one can read wellselecting those narratives which
a1.e most dramatic and those poems
which are most beautiful, is the
best way of conveying to their
minds the sense of its beauty. TTTe
read so much by chapters, and
study so much by scraps and sentences that the sense of literary
unities is scarcely awakened at all.
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To read through, a t one sitting, or

continuously, vith judicious omissions, the story of Abraham, or the
story of Joseph, or the story of
Elijah, or the story of David,
or the story of RutlG-not stopping t o make many expository
comments, and only pointing out
the defective ethical standards
which the stories often imply,
when they are judged by Christ’s
perfect nile-would
be a most
a, Sundayvaluable exercise
school class. The narratives can
be trusted t o make their o m
impression, and it would be diflicult t o find language more pictwesque or attractive than that in
vhich the Bible clothes them. A
little maid of se-ven, after listening
wizh interest t o the reading of a
book of Bible stories paraphrased
for children, said, mith a sigh,
cc Yes, that is good ; but I like the
real Bible better.”
The reading of the lyrical portions of the Bible with young
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people a little more mature xnigl~t
also be profitable. Such mag*cent odes as the Song of Moses and
3fiian1, the Song of Deborah, the
Song of David, should be read
through with the pupils, and not
marred or belittled by a word of
passing comment. TO return,
after the reading, and call attention to the iuusic of the phrases,
the march of the rhetoric, and the
splendour of the imagery, would be
judicious. But the principal
cpal%cation of the teacher is the
ability to feel, and to express in
his o m reading the ljTical beauty
of the poetry. Many of thePsalms
and the Prophecies, not a few of
the discourses of our Lord, and
notable passages in the Epistles
and in the Apocalypse, can be
treated in the same way. The
arrangement of these poetic inaterials ivhich Mr. Moulton has
given us, in stroyhe and antistrophe, and in what he calls
lower m d higher parallelisms,
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while sometimes fanciful, is, on the
Thole, very helpful t o the nppreciation of the poetry, and voulci
greatly assist the teacher vlio
sought, by sueli a method3 to
coiirey t o his pupils the beauty of
the forms in which the sarhig
ti-uth of the Bible is expressed.

BY

Frank C. Porter,

Ph.D.,

PROFESSOR IN TfIE YALE DIVINITY
SCHOOL.

VII.
TEE question how far the results
of the historical criticism of the

Bible should be used in the instruction of children is, for those xho
accept these results, in part ZL question of truth, and in part of expediency; but it is also in part a.
question of profit, and in this
aspect I wish to consider it. The
historical criticism of the Bible
means the use of its books as
historical sources ; and this means
that the student does not value
the book simply as a book, but is
looking for something that lies
behind khe book. The question,
not indeed of the r i g h t l e t this
be taken for granted-but of the
worth of criticism, resolves itself,
therefore, into the question, Which
is of greater value, the book as
9
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KJook, or the historical fact-:
axid persons behind the bo& ?
Does critical study take us fro131
the Iess to the peater, or fromthe
greater to the less P E it lea& tr)
the less, .ire need not trouble
children and the Todd a t large
-crith it; if t o the greater we must
offer the new treasure to all. %'e
cannot accept the historian's
natmal ansxer t o the question,
for his common thought is an orelmluation of his ~ o r k . To be
sure, the movement from fiction to
fact is a morement up, but the
mo-iement from firuth to fact is a
moTement domn. It does not much
matter mhence Shakespeare got
his storjes, and how much fact,
hov much fktion the7 contain;
a i d the critic, who must ask these
questions, should not suppose that
he is doing the greater thing in
answering them. Scholars niu
analyse and excavate in the effort
t o go back t o Homer, and decide
whether he was one or many, and
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what was fact, what fiction, about
Troy and its fall. But the storj is
vert-li more than the fact behind it.
It is the universal and the eterual
in Shakespeare and Homer, not the
local and temporal, that we wish
the child t o gain and to love. On
the other hand, there are great
events in human history, whose
signifleanee far surpasses that of
their records, so that t o make our
way through records t o the facts
is to go froin the less t o the
greatel..
Is the ~ - t u of
e the Bible, then.
like that of Homer and Shakiqeare
in that it lies in the book as books,
or is the virtue in the facts behind
t h e books ? It is in neither alone,
but is both in Yery m e r e n t
degrees ; and upon the recognition
of this fact the solution of our
problem h i i s . It is worth while
t o let children accompany the
historian as fast and as far as they
can, when the events and personalities of mhich a book tells are

more profitable than the book
itself for teaching, for reproof, for
correction, for instruction in
righteousness. But the CliscoTery
that every book in the Bible has
interest and value as a historical
source should not lead us to suppose that this is the chief interest
and value of all alike. The historical interest is, indeed, now somewhat domiueering. It theateas to
deprive us of the free and happy
appreciation of story as story, of
poetry as poetry, in its anxiety to
know facts. h an age of science
Fe must fight o n every hand f o r
our &hetic enjoyment, our spiritual appreciation of things as they
are, because we are so possessed
by the passion, to get back to things
as they were and as they came to be.
There is in the Bible much story
and poetry which is of value f o r
the spirit that is in it more than
for the facts that are behind it.
The Hebrew mind expressed its
religious sentiments and ideals by
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preference in imagery and aarrative. The Gospels teach us how
effective the parable may be as the
language of religion. And the
parable, in a large sense, is muell
more extensively used in the Bible
than o w prosaic minds readily
perceive. There d l be, it is true,
much diversity of opinion regarding the question where the stoiy,
where the fact, is of greater religious value. Religion ma-j demand
l d
the actual mhere art ~ ~ t be
contented with the ideal. But the
case is often clear. It is of far
more use for us t o h o r r the mind
of the writer of Job than the facts
or tradibions with vhich he deals.
It is in the book that these get
their Falue. Of other poetical
books of the Old Testament the
same is t-iue : of Prorei-bs, of Eeclesiastes and of the Psalms. Historical questions in the case of
these books are peculiarly hara,
for the very reason that their
connection mith histoiy is SO
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slight. But books in the historical
form, also, may be more important
as books than as histories. This
is especially true when they are
not the work of indiriduals, but
are formed in a national tradition
and take into themselres the spirit
of a people’s life. The stories of
the be,gi.nnhgs of Israel’s history
are such products of the Israelitish
genius. This is the source of their
perennial cham. These products
of the youthful spirit of Israel are,
indeed, in o w Bible, mixed with
the mork of a later age and a different spirit. One must read the
prophetic apart’ from the priestly
narrsltives if he would feel the
breath of the d a m of the nation’s
life. For this distinction we are dependent upon the historical critic.
Let us by all means gire to chil&en the ahantage of this distinetion in their reading of the Bible,
and let us explain it t o them when
they ask for the explanation or
need it. But l e t not the critic
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spoil for US, young or old, the
c h a m of these stories because he
does not h o w how much in them
is history and how much legend.
Let children read them as they
are, but see that they seize upon
their spirit, so that if questions of
fact afterward arise they may feel
that their treasure in the story
does not depend upon the answer.
But, on the other hand, the
Bible records events that are in
themselves of the greatest religious signiiicance, great as evidences of the hand of God in
human history, great as causes of
progress and achievement in the
religious life of humanity. Such
events were the exodus from Egypt,
the establishment of the kingdom
of Israel, its division, the fall of
Samaria, the captivity and the
re& of Judah. In and through
these events great movements of
life and thought were initiated in
which we are still borne onwardmovements significant not only in
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their ideal contents, bnt in their
fiistorical actualib-. Whaterer the
cliarm of the record, the facts are
more impressive, and -se are more
concerned to h o w the facts as
thej- rrere than t o keep the records
1-1sthey are. Here historical science,
in passing through the records to
the facts, contributes to a larger
;itnd truer faith in God. When
criticism pushes aside the owrg r o d i and brings t o light some
hidden florrer of rare beautJ, its
Jrork is of far p e a t e r value t o the
spirit of man than when it proceeds
to pull the florrer t o pieces. Ckil&en should be shorn the floKer,
for they cannot h d it bxy themselves; but to the deeper h o w ledge of it lo-ving contemplation is
a better way than analysis.
In the events just mentioned
certain actors appeal-the prophets
-in regard to Thorn one hesitates
to say whether they disclosed the
signXcance of the events, or gave
the events their si@cance,
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whether the events of these personalities were the more immediate
work of God. They were certainly
the supreme flower of Israel’s religious life, and it is one of the chief
contributions of historical science
i o religious faith that it has gii-eii
11s a closer view of these men. Yet,
just here where the religious Yalue
of historical methods is most erident, it is perhaps hardest to h o w
how t o make use of them for immature minds.
Behind the Book of Isaiah, for
example, stands the prophet Isaiah,
who is greater than the book. Wot
only for history, but for religion,
m e value the book chiefly as a
means of acquainting us with one
of t h e greatest of the men of faith;
and we are ready to do with the
book whatever d help us t o reach
t h e man. But between us and
Isaiah stands the copjist, and back
of him the scribe. The Rerisers
i
n their preface let us h o w what
hard work the copyists have made
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how far textual criticism is
fmnl haying undone all their errors
in the Old Testament. But the
scribes h s e left us a still harder
task. Our Book of Isaiah is their
Fyork9 not his. They were mong
in ascribing all this material t o
him. Tot on13 chapters 40-66,
but parts of chapters 1-39 cannot
be from Isaiah, nor from Isaiah’s
age. If we would h o w him, me
must set these parts izside-not
that the? are of less value for
history or for religion than the
rest, but that they are not of value
in the search for Isaiah. Fwther,
the wents with reference t~ which
Isaiah spoke must be h o r n , the
hackground of his time, and even
what came before and after, the
sources and effects of his life, if me
odd b o w him. And, sUa.lly,
after all this preparation, there is
needed that sympathetic inward
response of s o d to sod, by which
:done one man kno-m another. So
that our knowledge of Isaiah is
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conditioned on the one side by
much dif6cult scientific research,
and on the other side by OUT spiritual capacity, our i m e r relationship to him.
Of these t r o conditions of the
right understanding and good use
of a book of Scripture, either one
may be over-estimat.ed. If the
condit,ion of scholarship is emphasized, we may be forced t o
some such position as this. Children and untrained persons cannot
follor the hard path just described,
even if -they have a guide; while
the uncritical reading of the book
w i l l surely lead them astray from
the true path. It is, therefore,
better that they should not read
the book at all, but shodd receive
its treasures a t second hand. Let
the historical expert, through a
IlighXy special kind of skilled
labour, make his way into the
presence of the great personalities
of Biblical history, and get from
the vision and contact fresh moral
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axid religious impulses vliich shall
become a part of his o m personal
life. Then let him impart this
possession to others, not as he
gained it, but directlj; in the
language of to-day, and by the
perheightened porrer of his o ~ m
sonality. This result has actually
Been reached of late by a young
German critic. But such interrention of the scholar between the
Christian and his Bible is as intolerable as the Roman Catholic
iiiteirention of the priest. The
learned hare, as a matter of experience, no such ahantage over the
unlearned in gaining from the
Scriptures eternal life. Children
and chilitlike men are not less
litted than others to apprehend
and appropriate the Christian religion, but, according to the testimony of its founder, they are
better fitted than the mise.
This brings us to the other
condition for the right use of the
Bible. If ehilcllike humility and
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trust alone are needed, the que+
tion may arise diether historicnl
science is at all worf'h xi~ile,
d i e t h e r it does not rather lend
one aside from the best uses of the
book. This, too, has been recentlj
maintained in Geim)-.* It has
Been asserted that what the Bible,
as it is, oEers to the simple a d
true-hearted reader is everumhere
of far greater value than anything
that historical science, with all its
uncertainties, can &corer behind
the book ;and that the search for
the less is a positive hinclrance to
the finding of the greater.
Ibelieve that in both of these
extreme eems the difficulties of
the historical process are emggerated. To be sure, path-breakers
in the historical field must be
rarely equipped, but less f l e d
minds can pursue the path when
it has once been made, and can
recognise the truth of conclusions
n-hich they could nerer haw

* By

Professor EHliler, of HnlIe.
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,reached alone. The main conclusions of the critical school rest,
not on matters of philological or
archseological detail, but upon
coilsiderations which appeal t o the
common reason of men; and in
propoi+ion to their importance and
security are their grounds broad
and general and capable of popularisation. The common mind is
more and more accessible t o scientific truths in thek large outlines,
and its need is measured by its
capacity.
On the other hand, it is true
that the scientific study of the
Bible is only preparator1, even
Then the preparation is quite
essential, to that inward appi-eciation, that sympathetic insight,
that response of feeling and will,
which is a matter of character,
not of learning. In the reading
of no other book does this factor
play so large a part. One mill
&id in the Bible vvhat he has the
moral and spiritual capacity to
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Yet the preparation is
essential. Historical criticism is
only the effort to answer tlie
characteristic intellectual questions
of our age. We cannot and moulcl
not silence the questions. To
children they v-13be even more
natural and heritable than they
are to us, and childxen ha-re a
right to the best anmer v e can
give. It is not in point to sa?
that the past found the spiritnaI
treasure of the Bible x-ithout
asking such questions. Por our
age they are vital questions, ancl
they must haye our attention,
whether we are glad or somy to
give it, if tlie book is to keep its
. old power and gain nem pover
over the heai-t and will of men.
I would have the child study the
Book of Isaiah in such a way as to
find the man, believing that the
sight of the man will call forth
admiration and love, and m3.l be a
greater power in the child’s Be,
makiug f o r faith and righteousTHE CHILD.
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ness, than the book as it is could
be. The heart of the Bible is the
Gospels, and here our problem
centres. Here are books ofmatchless beauty and power, yet behiud
them stands a person mho is
Hisgreater than the books.
torical students cannot but try to
go back of the books to the
person. By a comparison of the
Gospels with each other, they mill
look for the actual deeds and
svords of Jesus; by a comparison
of these with each other they mill
search for His ruling thoughts
and purposes; by a study of
His race and age they will seek
for the influences that determined the outward course of His
life, and the direction and form of
His teaching, that they m y distinguish the new from the old, the
inward from the outward, the
spirit from the form. Yet, after
all their effoi-ts to unveil behind
the Gospels the features of Christ,
what they see will depend upon
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what they are, the sight of Christ
being still, as it xas when He vas
on earth, the testing and the making. of character. Bncl yet the ]listorical work is a help. The
clearer our outward tision of
Jesus, the easier is the inTarc1
approach t o Him, for it is oftener
true that intellectual diEcudtieu
put obstacles in the x a y of the
impulse of the heart toward
Christ, than that the intellectual
view satisfies the mind and stills
the heart’s i m p u l s e .
Children, then, should not be
deprived of the help that criticism
can give in the study of the Christ
of the Gospels. Indeed, the
teacher who reads the Gospels in
their relations t o one another, and
mho puts the Life-work of Jesus
in its historical setting, will not
be able t o teach the youngest
person without ushg, directly or
indirectly, the light derived from
these studies. At an early age
the life and words of Jesus should
10
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be studied by the comparison of
parallel accounts in the different
Gospels. The study of the Gospels
in their individuality should come
afterwards. The first search is for
Christ Himself. Let the peculia?ities of each Gospel be left aside a t
.first, and let attention be given to
t h e material common t o two or
more Gospels. The use of Stevens
and Burton’s Harmony of the
Gospels for Historical Study,” or
of Waddy’s “Harmoiiy of the
Four Gospels ”* in Xuiday-schools
is, I believe, advisable. The advantages of such comparative study of
the Gospels are many. Nost obviously it brings us nearer to the
very words and deeds of Jesus. It
suggests the ansver t o many questions that perplex the child’s
u-rincl as me11 as the man’s. It irn((

* The Revised Version is used in both ;
the former gives important parallels in
footnoteP mhich do not fall into LL harmonistic scheme ; the lavter gives aid t o the
comparison of the text in detail.
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parts the light view of Scripture
as a whole, freeing the chiIdat the
outset from t,hat bondage t o the
letter from ~ v h i c h many 1ia-F-e
broken a m y only to lose, with the
letter, the spbitual treasure which
is nowhere else to be found.
Further, the child should be
taught the outward and imvard
conditions of the life of Christ.
He could early read such a book
as Nomison’s (c J e m Under Roman
Rule” with interest. And the habit
of viemiug the life of Jesus in its
historical connections could easil?
be formed. By such a riev one’s
sense of the uxiqueness of Christ is
heightened, and, on the other liana,
the distinction betveen the form
and the spirit, beheen the temporal
and the eternal, in the earthly life
of Jesiis is more readily perceirecl.
These t w o things the child
should learn-to find Christ in the
Gospels, and t o h d the Eternal in
Christ. m e n he has done this
he has sol.i-ecl in essence the
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problem of his religious life, and
lie has solved also, in principle,
the lesser problem of the Bible and
its use.
The ' vision of the person of
Christ is the end of all Biblical
study, and by its relation t o the
end all else is to be understood;
the vision of Christ within, but
behind and above the Gospels;
vithin, so that He may be found
by one Tho reads the Gospels as
they are with a childliJce heart;
but behind, so that if the veil of
v-&ng be somewhat pushed apart,
His form will be more fully disclosed; md yet again above, so
that when we see Him and hear
Him as He was, we still need to
translate His words and deeds out
of a language of a certain age and
race into the universal language of
the spirit, that we may hear Him
speaking not t o others but to us.
It is the great service of the
historical criticism of the Bible,
that of the OldTestament as well as
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that of t,he New, that it gires help,
which is t o the modern mind
indispensable, to the more direct
vision and deeper apprehension of
Ch-ist. One t o whom it renders
t.his service zOill not withhold it
froni ehil&-en, and d l not clo
harm by its misuse.

By the Rev.

Lyman Abbott, D.D.

VIII.

I

IXAGISE
before me a class of
intelligent boys and girls from
trrehe years of age and upwards.
They hare studied something of
ancient history, and know something of the g r o d h of nations.
To this class of boys and girls I
address mjself i.11 this article, endeavouringto tell them, as far as
it is possible so t o do within the
compass of so brief an article,
That the modem scholar thisik-s
about the construction and gro-ivth
of the Old Testament."
More than three thousand Fears
ago, before Virgil or Horace hac1
mitten their poems, or Cicero or
Demosthenes had delivered their

* Of

conrse all scholars are not agreed.

The views here embodied m a g be defined

perhaps as those of the more conservative
of the modern school.
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orations; before Czesar had crossed
the Rubicon, or Alexander had
ridden Bucephalus, or the Greeks
had met the Persians at the battle
of Marathon; yes, before Homer
had simg the songs which bear his
name, o r 1.ojan and Greek had
met in battle about the malls of
Troy j when everywhere government vas despotism and religion
vas superstition-there dwelt, in
most horrible form of slavery, a
singular people in a province of
Egypt. By a series of remarkable
deliverances they were set free
from bondage, and, crossing a
northern arm of the Red Sea and
traversing the milderness of Arabia, encamped in a great plain a t
the foot of one of the majestic and
a d d mountains in the south of
the h a b i a a Peninsula. Here
their great leader and prophet
gave them their constitution. It
was at once political and religious.
It was very simple and yet it was
very radical. The Egyptians, from
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forth, worshipped a great multitude of gods. Their learned men,
indeed, said t o one another that
there really is but one God, and
that the deities whom the people
worshipped were but manifestations of Him, if they n-ere not
merely imaginations of the people.
This belief, however, they kept to
themselves. Moses, by his declarations, made it the common faith
of the children of Israel. <‘Hear,
0 Israel,” he said, ic Jehovah your
God is one God.” He told. them
further that this God -vas a
righteous God; that He demanded
righteousness of His children, and
that He demanded nothing else.
This seems very simple to us nor,
but it was very strange and very
radical doctrine in the world then.
Founded on this simple principle
he gave this people their religious
and political constitution. It is
known in Hebrew history as the
Book of the Corenant, and is con-
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+&ed in the 20th, Zst, 2 n d anti
23rd chapters of the Book of
Exodus.* This, with the possible
exception of a few odes and songs,
is probably the most ancient
writing in the Bible; it is certaiulg its most ancient teaching.
It contains the famous Ten Commandments, which declare that
the people should rererenee God,
honour their parents, respect each
other's rights of person, the familJ-,
property and reputation. These
simple principles it elaborates and
applies with a number of specSc
illustrations. It contains no directions to perform sacrifices, no
instruction respecting ritualism,
and makes no provision for a
priesthood.
The Israelites, after spending a
number of years iu the rrilderness,
entered upon a campaign against
the inhabitants of Canaan and

*

Bysome believed t o begin with xx.

23, and not t o include the Ten Command-

ments.
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took possession of t h e s l a i d The
story of this campaign is witten
in the Book of Joshua. There
followed a period of neai-lF three
centuries, ~ h i c hRe may describe
as colonial daj-s, the story of which
is contained in the Book of Judges
and the &st part of the Book of
Samuel. During this time there
Tyas no true capital, indeed no h u e
nation. There were a variety of
separate provimes, h a ~ i n galmost
as little common life as that of the
Ameiican colonies before the formation of the Constitution of the
United States. I n war these colonies united, in peace theF separated from each other again. At
length, weary of perpetual jealous?
and strife, and desirous to emulate the example of other nations about them, they established a monarchy, and David
came as the second king t o the
throne. I n many respects David
resembles Eing &red
the Great
of England. He had a profonidly
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religious nature, and it found expression in odes and psalm so
striking, if not so iiumerous, t h a t
they have given his name t o the
Hebrew hgmii-book. He was a
great warrior, and in 11%early life
the leader of an irresponsible band
of outlaws, though always an intense patriot. He had a profoundly religious spirit, and a
capacity for statesmanship, and
a power of orgaaisation Fery
remarkable.
Under his forty
years of administration the colonies were melded into one
measurably harmonious nation.
How this nation grew in wealth
and splendour, but not in real
prosperity, iuider Solomon, the
foolish wise king ; how it splitin sunder under his son ; how its
divided life was subsequently carried on in two separate historical
currents, as the life of Israel and
the life of Judah; how' the land
became the battle-ground of contending nations-Egypt
on the

south, hssyria, Persia, Babylon
and Chaldea on the east; h o a~t
last the Israelites -were camied
away captiye, dispersed, and I~ave
disappeared from human history ;
horn st little later the Jem, or
inliabitants of Judea, were also
carried away captive, but retained
their religious faith and their distinctive characteristics in the land
of their c a p t i ~ t y ,is told in the
Books of Xings and Ch*onicles.
And how of the latter there
returned, after seventy years of
exile, a number of immigrants tu
rebuild Jerusalem and take up
again the story of national life,
the mere remnant of a aatiou, and
under adverse circumstances, is
told in the Books of Ezra and
Nehemiah.
During the progress of this
history there vere two religious
forces at work among this people,
very much as during later history
in Europe. These b o forces m y
be characterised as the ecclesias-
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tical and the non-ecclesiastical, the
priestly and the prophetic. In
European history the priestly tendency was largely represented by
the Roman Catholic Church, the
prophetic by the Reformed or
Protestant Churches ; in England
the priestly by the High Church
party in the Established Church,
the prophetic by the Puritan and
Wesleyan movements; in New
England the priestly or ecclesiastical by the Puritan Established
Church, and the prophetical or
non-ecclesiastiea! by the Baptists,
the Quakers, and the Independents. But in every church and
in every comunity both elements
are more 01’ less to be seem-sometimes sharply separated, sometimes closely commingled.
During the period of Jewish
history both these elements grew
up together. Moses had probably
at the close of his life delivered a
farewell address analogous in some
respects to the famous farewell
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address of Washington. Traditions of this address had been
preserved, possibly in documents,
more probably in oral reports. In
that age of the world oral tradition
was far more enduring and trustworthy than it is in our time, mhen
we trust to mitten and printed
records in place of verbal memory.
In one of the great reformations
which occurred in the Jertish
history an unknown prophet, desirous to revive the moral law and
re-establish its sanctity, gathered
together these traditions and reeast
them in a book mhich he called
<‘ The Second Giving of the Law.”
It was dramatically represented as
being Moses’s farevell address,
though the author did not h h n d
to deceive, nor, in fact, did deceive,
the people of the age in which the
book appeared. This is the Book
of Deuhi-onomy, supposed to have
been mitten about eight hundred
years after the death of Moses.
It has very little to say about
11
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church obsei-cances and a great
dm1 to say about practical righteousness. It embodies the prophetic ornon-ecclesiastica1a.lreligious
teaching Fhich had descended from
3Ioses and had been kept alive in
the nation by his successors.
hfeanwhile, a very different reli,qio~slife had been developed in
this nation-the priestly or eccIesiastical. From a rery early period
in human history, so remote thak
scholars do not know vhen the
practice began, it has been the
custom among pagan people to
express their religious sentiments,
whether of gratitude for the goodness of the gods, of penitence for
sin against the gods, of desire for
the forgiveness of the gods, or of
consecration to the serrice of the
gods, by sacrXces.
Sometimes
these have been of great magnitude, hundreds of cattle being
slain at once. Not infrequently
human sacrifices have been offered
to appease the wrath or win the
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favour of supposed deities. The
Jewish ecclesiastical law accepted
this custom and embodied it in the
Jermsh ritual, but it made two
radical changes; it declared that
the value of the sacrificedepended,
not on the value of the article
saerificed, but on the spirit of the
person offering it, and it laid stress
upon the truth that there was no
legal obligation t o offer such services, that to be of any value they
must be the free-will offering of
the worshipper, and must express
his real and sincere sentiment.
“ H e shall offer it of his o m
voluntary will at the door of the
tabernacle of the congregation
before the Lord,” was the fundamental provision of the ecclesiastical code. But as time went on
these sacrifices, mhich a t f i s t mere
very simple, grew more and more
elaborate. A temple was constructed where they mere to be
offered. Probably at f i s t custom,
eyentudy lam, forbade offering
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them anywhere else. At f i s t a
father might offer for his family,
or a king for his people, but later
the priesthood took the whole control of the sacrificial system, and
no offerings were counted legitimate except those which passed
through the hands of the priesthood. This code, which was nearly
a thousand years in glowing up,
was k a l l y embodied in a series of
mitten regulations, most of which
'vFere contained in the Book of
Leviticus, but some also in Exodus
and some in. Numbers. This code,
so strangely different from the
simple moral law of the Book of
the Covenant and the second giving
of the lam-the Book of Deuterothe priestly or
nomy-embodies
ecclesiastical life of the nation as
it had grown up iu and around the
Temple in Jerusalem during a
thousand years.
While this growth mas taking
place in the prophetic and in the
ecclesiastical life of the kingdom,
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there was also growing up among
them a literature. The most
notable portion of this literature
consisted of sermons or addresses
delivered by men who were at once
preachers, reformers and stateamen. They fulfilled this threefold
function much as Jolm Calvin did
in Geneva, as f i o s did in Scotland,
and as the Puritan preachers clid
iu New England. The preacher in
a theocracy is the public counsellor
both of the officers and of the
people. These seimons or addresses
-sometimes they were songs sung
$0the accompaniment of a harp,
and often were poetic in their form
-were,
in the course of time,
collected under the names of the
principal preachers. The book,
however, not infrequently bore the
m m e of one preacher, while it
contained utterances of sewral.
This is especially the case with the
Book of Isaiah and with that of
Zechariah. In such a Case the
principal author gaTe his name
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t o the entire collection. Many
of these prophecies are unintelligible, or almost unintelligible,
t o the reader of our ordinary
English Bible, because he does not
know the historical conditions
under which they were uttered.
His state of mind in respect t o
them is like that of one who should
read Daniel Webster's reply t o
H a p e without knowing that there
vas -a United States of America,
and st threatened movement to
nullify the national laws, if not t o
secede from the nation.
The hymns of the Jewish nation
which grew up through the long
period of i t s history from the time
of David, if not from the time of
Btoses, down almost t o the time of
Christ, were gathered together,
as in our day hymns in common
use are gathered together inhymnbooks. This Hebrew hymn-book
is known as the Book of Psalms.
L have no doubt that David contributed some of the most beautifuZ
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of these Psalms to the collection,
though this is doubted by some
scholars. But it is quite certain
%hat a majority of them mere
mitten at a much later date, and
many of them while the J e m were
captives in Babylon, or after their
return to the Holy Land. The
other books of the Old Testament
would be class%ed in ordinary
literature, probably as belles-lettres.
How far those which are hiskical in their form have a historical
basis of truth we cannot now
judge. They are to be regarded,
however, as literature, not as history. Such is the Book of Rutha beautiful idyll of the coloniaI
days, illustrating the sincerity
and simplicity of woman’s loye;
the Book of Esther-a
drac
matic story, illustrating woman’s
courage and glowing with splendid patriotism; the Book of
Job, which has been well called
an ccepic of the inner Be,” and
which some eminent critics have
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characterised as the noblest poem
in literature; the Book of Ecclesiastes-in
appearance a monologue, but in reality a dialogue, in
Ghich " The Two Voices " in man,
as Tennyson calls them, the voice
of cynicism and that of spiritual
hope, struggle for victory ; and the
Song of Solomon-a love drama in
which EL maiden resists all the
flatteries and blandishments of the
king who would make her queen of
his harem, and remains faithful to
her peasant lover, to whom a t last
she returns in purity and happiness. To these must be added
the Book of Proverbs, a collection of the wise sayings and
apophthegms which grew up in
the nation during the t~housand
years of its histol.y, and which took
the name of Solomon because of his
historic reputation for wordly visdom. Had it Been written by one
man, we might have described him
as the Benjamin Franklin of his
age and community. Finally, we
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must add, last of all, though the
date of its composition is uneerkin, the Book of Genesis-that is,
the Book of Origins. This was
written late in Hebrew history, as
a kind of introduction to the historical books. In it the author
takes the legends of a prehistoric
time as he finds them floating in
tradition of his o m and other
nations, and rewrites them, writing
God andDivine truth into them,
somewhat as Tennyson took the
Arthurian legends and rewrote
them in <‘ The Idylls of the King,”
sometimes interpreting
moral
beauty which he diseo.rered in
them, sometimes imparting to
them moral beauty which they did
not Before possess.
This is the Old Testament. It
is a collection of Hebrew literature; it includes law, histor1,
hymnoay, drama, fiction, poetry
and moral and religious teaching ;
perhaps I might say sermons. Its
earliest importmt writing is the
12
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Book of the Covenant j its latest
probably some of the Psalms. Its
Book of Deuteronomy is an elaboration and amplification of the
political and religious instruction of
the founder of the commonwealth.
Its Book of LeTiticus is anelaboration of the liturgical code which
grew up during eight hundred
years or more of Church life. Its
Literature is as variqus and as
splendid as can be found in that
of any other nation in an equal
length of time: though not as
voluminous. And the whole collection is pervaded by the great,
simple, inspiring, religious ideas
that there is one God, that He is
B righteous God, that H e demands
righteousness of His children, and
that if they desire righteousness
E e will forgive their sins and help
them to become worthy to be
called His children. This message
to Israel by its prophets, this
message of Israel t o the world,
this revelation of God and His
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righteousness and IFis redeeruiug
love, constitutes the value of a
book which has not only no peer,
but nothing parsllel or analogous
io it in this respect- in the litemture of the world, and makes it a
fitting preparation for the Kew
Testament, in Fhich this revelation reaches its climax in the life
of Jesus Christ.
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